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The Career of Lewis J ohn Stadler 
by John K. Laugh""", ChaimMn 
CNparrmmr of &tan}, UnilJt11il]"1 lilinoiJ 
Lewis John SC2dler, geneticist exrraordinuy, died in Barnes hospiral in 
Sf. Louis, May 12, 19H. D uring his cneer, the cnd of which is the more 
tn.gie for its brilliance, Stadler designed and executed generic experiments 
which were remarkable for thei r scrupulous mendon to dctail and distingu-
ished by the fundamental nature of the problems under invesdg1ltion. The 
briefest of convcrs;uions with him sufficed to impress one with the gravity 
of his thoughts and the singular degree of mcntl1 and verbal acuity which 
he brought to be2r on their expression. Many were the diSCUS!iions in learned 
groups to which he lent orientation and improved focus and it is doubtful 
whether there are llny gem:ticisu who did no! experience in his presence a 
serious challenge to their powers of imagination and rasoning. 
Stadler came [Q the University of Missouri in 1917 from thc Universif)' 
of Florida where he received his B.S. degree in Agriculture. His research 
activities during, and shonly after, his graduate y~rs (1917-1922) at Mis· 
souri dealt primarily with breeding methods in corn and small grain! and 
wi th test-plot design and eITor analySis :u applied to these crops. Following 
these studies his r=rch pursuits turned abruptly [Qward the investig:uion 
of more fundamenal genetic problems, the first of which dealt wi th the vari-
ability of crossing over in maize, published in 192' and 1926. At Ihis time 
Stadler was engaged in the initial studies on the genetic effects of X-rays in 
barley and maize which were pursued concurrently wi th those by H. J. 
Muller in Dros()phiJ4. The co-discovery of rhe mutagenic effects of X-rays 
was hailc:s:! widely for its significance in both basic and applied :lfeu in 
genetiCS, but Sadler'S own inspiring teSC2fches over the neJ(t <.iecade a.rried 
on primarily with lTUizc, were to indicate that X.ny induced genetiC ch:lllges 
in lTUize are eJ( tragenic in nature: and are not to be: confused with gene 
mutations. The subtlc: differences which in many osc:s distinguish the X-ray 
induced mutants as eJ(t ragenic events are reminiscent of the anomalous 
situation which eJ( isted. for so long in the cases of the fknotlxr4 mutations. 
Under the scrutiny of one less g ifted the), could easily have gone unrecog-
nized. It was these subtle diffe rences whose elucidat ion required detailed 
and eJ(hauStive analysis at specific loci which convinced Sradler that the 
statistical approach (0 the study of gene mutation carried on en masse at 
large numbers of loci is fnught with serious dangers of misinterpretation. 
While Stadler retained a research interest in the problem of the nature 
of X-ray effects, the consisrmt r«overy from this source of deriV2tives which 
couJcl be: excluded as having an eJ(cragenic origin led him and his coworkers 
ro investigations of the genetic effects of ultraviolet ndiarion. With F. M. 
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Uber ht showe<! that the action spectrum for genetic changes in the ultra· 
violet corresponds closely with the absorption spectrum of nucleic adds. 
With ulmwiolet radiation he obtained r.tre mutations at specific loci whkh, 
under critical analysis, could not ~ clisringuished from gene mutations. 
Even so, because of the pf('poncienncc of exrragenic effects from this source, 
he w:lS not convinced that these rarcr types were in filet gene mut:Hions. For 
this reason his rese:Hch end~vors during the later y~rs of his career turned 
toward imensive analyses of spontaneous mutation at specific loci, notably 
.Ii and R in maize. His earlier published data on spontaneous mutation roues 
at certain sekw:d loci in maize are classical and still widely <juolcd; yet his 
own larer studies indic:l.ting [h:l.t the mut:l.tion rate at the R locus is strik· 
ingly influenced by n:todifiers, the first evidence of irs kind in maize aside 
from mut:l.~le gene systems, lent a more dynamic aspect to the problem of 
gene mur:l.!1on. 
In recem years, and:it the time of his de:l.th, Sudler's anemion W;lS 
given to an :l.naJysis of the clustered genic elements :l.t the R locus which, 
bec:l.use they :ite associated with nre crossovers, :ire a confounding influence 
in the studies on spontaneous mutation_ His final work, "The Gene," which 
he completed shordy befote his death. is a summing up of his explorations 
in pursuit of the n:l.ture of this fundamental biological entry :l.nd of the 
elusive changes which it undergoes. 
Perh:l.ps beC:l.use he W:l.S so persuasive in his arguments in support of 
fundament:!.1 research. geneticists are not genen]]y aware of Stadler'S con· 
uibution in the applied :l.rea. He was prim:uily responSible for the discovery 
:l.nd development of Columbia O:l.[S, which for twO dec:ides since its release 
in 1930 h:l.s been:l. superior oat v:iriety in the southern Corn Belt. More 
recently, Stadler innovated the pmere selection method in the development 
of inbrecllines of (Orn,:I. technique designed to take :l.dvant:l.ge of crosses 
to present elite lines in selecting superior gametes from v:uie!21 populations. 
It is difficult to assess adequ:l.tely Stadler's infiuence in genetics and 
elsewhete in scientific circles; moreover, an account of this soct directed TO 
geneticists would be superHuous. My own high regard for his conttibution 
ro our science is tivaled only by the personal :l.dmirarion I feel for him. 
Dr. St:idler is survived by his wife, Cornelia Tuckerm:l.n Stadler, five 
sons, Tuckerm:l.n, Henry, llivid, John :ind Eliot, and daughter JO:l.n. 
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Dr, Stadler's Contribution 
to University of Missouri 
A FortlUJrd by H, E. &nt, 
(>tan of 1M Grariualt 5fhooi 
UnivmilJ of MiJwuri. 
7 
The magnituOc: o f the contribution of Professor Lewis J. 5t:1dler to the 
the prognm of the University of Missouri and especially [Q the Gnduate 
School, makes mOSt appropriate the r«ognition by the University in some 
formal way of its great debt to one of its distinguished scientistS. 
The life of Lewis Stadler reminds us mOSt pointedly of the nature of 1 
great University. In the hurry and worry, in the complexity and endless 
detail of modem life it is all tOO easy to fotget the essential features which 
go to make up a great instirution. 
It is difficult to imagine the operation of the University of Missouri 
without a president and Imny administntive and business offidals. Yet these: 
do nor consritute the real University. It is impossible to imagine a university 
carrying on wi thout buildings and equipment, both books and scientifie 
apparatus. But these are inert obj«ts until brought to life by the touch of 
a human mind. It would be a str:l.nge institution which did not have a large 
body of students with their endless activities, social life, recreation, lectures 
and finall!xaminations. But none of these constitute a great university or 
even a put of a great institution until it has a company of scholars compos-
ing an outstanding faculty. 
Lewis St:ldkr reminds us Ihac the real University of Missouri is essen-
tially a company of scholars, that all administl"<1tlon, all buildings and books 
serve merely to make these scholars more effective. That all students who 
come 10 the campus for an education come here for the inHuence which 
facul ty can have upon them-upon their abilities fa observe and rel$on, 10 
form judgements and choose values and to put these together in effective, 
. . . CfeafLve acnvl ty. 
These are the im portant functions of a university, bur ace slow to be: 
achieved, and at no time are conspicuous. Hence, the importance of giving 
them the greatest possible emphasis by exemplifying their achievement in 
the life work of an individual. 
Lewis Stadler's great contriburion to the University of Missouri was 
the stature which he achieved as a scholar and as a scientist. No higher con-
tribution to the University can be made by any individu~ 1. He was recog· 
nized as an authority in Genetics, nOf only on this campus but throughout 
the nation and the world, This is not simply a proud boast of the University 
of Missouri but is substantiated by the net that he was called upon to serve 
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on national and internadonal commissions. The Nadonal Research Council 
fre<jucntly called upon him to serve on imjonant committees. His deClion 
to the National Academy of Sciences an (0 the Presidency of Sigma X I 
were awards of the highest honor. Participation in the In ternational Con-
gress of ~ncti's indicated the high esteem in which he was held by foreign 
scientists. Scientists fre<:J\lC'nrly came 10 our campus for (he purpose of dis-
cussing their resnrch problems wilh one who was able to gnsp quickly the 
significance of problems and difficulties oUlside his own field and 10 make 
conslructh~ suggestions of grt!:lt value. As a seier,,;u his snture is seldom 
equalled. 
The University o f Missouri may well take great satis&.ction in these: 
uhievemenrs of a man who is almost un ique in having been identified so 
continuously with one institution. True, he taught or studied for a short 
time at outsunding instLrudons such 15 the ulifornia Institute of Tech nolo· 
g)' and Harvard Universily. But cssenrially Lewis Sudler W<lS (If the Univer-
sity of Missouri. He ea~ here as a Srudenl and devoted almost his entir(' life 
10 leaching and research on this ampus. 
More specifioll) .. he acted 3S an impornnt advisor for many 1Spe<:U of 
our gudU1te work. For many yeus he was a member of the Board or Editors 
of The Uni"ersity of Missouri Studies. As Dean of the Graduate SchooL I 
am happy 10 express my own debt [0 his good judgment and unfailing wil· 
lingness to render assistance in connection with the graduate program of 
the Uni,·ersity. M)' need for counsel and advice very fre<juendy took me 10 
Lewis Stadlet's office where I met with a cordial welcome and received the 
$(lund judgment and ''''is/: counsel which I eame to expect from such visits. 
Most conspicuousl)' on the campus. we ob$Crve the program which 
Professor Sudler esnblished in the field of Genetics. Only 1 handful oJ 
institutions can bcwt of comparable ... ·ork supported by such able scientists 
3$ are at t he University of Missouri. In any innitution, the development of 
such a program is a great achievem<"nt. At the Universit)' of Missouri it is 
puticuJarly noteworthy ""hen for a number of years it has been difficult 10 
receive the kind of financial support which would make such development 
easy. Onl)· those intimately familiar with th<" organization and finances of 
the Institution on appreciate the comP<"tition for funds, the pressures for 
support of ne"" programs as well as (or those long established, and the 
limitations of finances which made t he development of a new program next 
to impossible. Only by continued droft within the Institution and the at-
{f2ction of outSide financial suppo" could this program ha,·c been accom-
plished. T his achiC"ement is a tremendous tribute to the petseverance of 
Lewis Sndler and the soundness of his research program. He left us with a 
building and equipment adequ~le for the support of impornnt research, and 
a reputation not only to be proud of but also to serve as a high standatd 10 
stimulate our best efl"oru for the furore. 
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Perhaps the most significant contribution which Professor Stadler made 
to rhe graduate program of the University of Missouri was in his cleM 
perception of the proper role of research in a University program. With a 
steadiness of purpose seldom equalled, he pushed forward Ihe development 
of the science of Genetics by work of the mosr fundamental character. 
Although far from indifferent to human needs or the value of applied 
research, still he never allowed these distt:l.ctions to interfere in any serious 
way with his major activity. In this he demonstrared his poise and good 
judgment when confronted with one of the distressing paradoxes of life, 
namely, how ro remain sympathetic ro human needs and the insisrent de-
mands for solutions for practical problems while at Ihe same lime keeping 
dearly in mind that ultimate success in the solurion of all of our human 
problems depends upon keeping our eyes fixed upon a more distant goal. 
His w.lS l strong lnd lbiding belief in the digniry of scientific investiga-
don as the greatest expression of the human spirit, and a confident belief in 
the eventual importance of the developmem of the science of Genetics. This 
significance was never narrowly interpreted only in terms of dollars and 
centS or even in immediate increased human comforts, but more widely to 
include a richer intellectual life in the broadest sense for the entire com-
mumty. 
T his emphasis of Lewis Stadler's is panicularly significant at a time 
"'hen sociery is placing gre:ot pressure upon investigators and when the need 
for immediate results tends to distort the normal growth of a science. These 
pressures come from many directions. At the moment, the most insistent 
pressure arises from rhe conflict of ideologies which places us in a peacetime 
state of preparedness never before experienced by our country. Added to 
this is the need to increase food production at a time when the world's pop-
ulation is increlsing more rapidly than our abiliry to produce and we have 
an imposing force in the dirccrion of diverting rCSC:lfCh to immediate results. 
Finally, there is the ever-present desire to justify to society the investmem 
of large sums of moncy in fundlmentl l research. 
The total of these demands produces a compulSion which only the mosr 
resolufe invcstigator with great confidence in his ability to produce impor-
tall! fundamental work can resist. 
if is not possible to sum up in a brief stalement the achievemem of 
Professor Sudler. To a remarkable degree his whole life and all of his ener-
gies were devoted to his scientific activides. Only a description of his emire 
life would do justice ro his achievement. T he University of Missouri is 
fortunlte in having had Lewis Sudler as a member of its facu lty and will 
long remember his achievements and profit by his inBuence. 
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TIN «nlral prohk", (J/ biDilJg] is fM pbys«_! 1/atll'r 
tI/ living JllhJIllncr. 1/ iJ 'hir that gim driw ."d uu to fix 
Sludy of tht gtll/ ,/()r lIN invmigation of rh, bthav;or of 
gmic III/mana J«ms a/ prrsmt our most dirnl approach to 
fhi prt:ibkm. 
Uwisj. 5,,",,", 19'4 
Gene Strucnlre And Gene Function* 
A LECTURE DEDICATED TO DR. STADLER 
by Giorgi W. &adk 
Calijorni. InstittJ/t D/Ttfhnd4KJ 
PtIJa4tna, UJifornia 
Biology ruches that a living creature can 
be 1{ leU! pudy understood in terms of" 
[,'gc number of molecules and macromole-
cules intricately organized spatially and cap-
able of taking pare in numerous chemical re. 
actions by which the integrity of its structure 
u rnaimainfil and by which it carries on its 
many life processes. Unl ike a non-living sys-
tem it Iu$ the abili[)' 10 requisition selectively 
and systematically from a suitable environ· 
ment a hererogeneou$ arn)' of raw mueriais 
and a supply of energy which are used for its 
repair, operarion, and reproduction. 
Modern generics holds that the primary guidance of the delicately 
balanced and ebbor:ltdy interrelated processes of development and funcrion 
comes from !}enetic material carried in the microscopic thread.like chromo-
·It is wi<h a <l«J> 1oeI"IM: of hwniliry <hI( <he IUthor dcdkafQ thi. Iernuc fO !he mem· 
ory of LewisJ. s",dfct. SeieR«.nd the $OCiery o f .. hich it is. pm o"O.'CS much to him. 
He devoted • luge pan ofhis ~bble in",l1ttnl.L! abiliry and r:nctgy.o invnclpUons 
on the Ill""" of tbe hacdiwy marcria!. His contributions ore of grtII, sigriifian(e. He 
... u ai.ical in bi, judgmentS IIId impacicn. with in.cllm...allooscn<:».ln hil ... riting 
and IpcUing he _ cleat IIId hones<. He added <0 these basicaUy fine 'luali.~ a friend. 
lineu. modary and warmth .hl('~ who h.1d the privikge ofkno ... ing him can never 
fOrget. 
Thi. published version of 'he Stad.b Memorial i.«nuc h:as been considenbly modi. 
fied .nd .dded ,o:as compared ... i,h ,hlf presented. Ortlly a< ,be Unive .. iry of Miuouri 
on FrofUll)' 3, IY~~. 
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somes of the edl nucleus. Wh~t this material is, how it is reproduced, the 
manner in which it funetions, the mech~nism$ of its tnnsmission from one 
generation to another, and wh~t its role is in the process of organic evolution 
arc basic CJuestions in the science of genetics (2~). Progress in answering 
them has ken so npid in recent years th~t conCeptS fundament~l to all of 
biology re<Juire revision. 
The Austrian abbot , Gregor Mendel, who published the results of his 
Sfudies on inheriunee in the garden pea in 186~,laid the foundations of 
modern genetics. To account for \"arier2l differences in this plan(, he poSt-
ulated a series of diserete heredit2ry units, now calle<! genes. 
The geneticistS and cyrologistS who followed him-kginning with 
the "rediscovery" ~nd full appreci~tion of his work in 19oo-have shown 
thn the rules he so cleuly formulated apply in principle to many kinds of 
organisms. In fil.cr, it now seems a reason~ble assumption that if one allows 
for differences in life cycle, the hereditary material is basically similar in all 
living things-peas, corn, flies, molds, prOtOloa, baCteria and even viruses. 
In ill of these forms the hereditary material is arranged in microscopic 
or even submicroscopic thread_like bodies called chromosomes. 
In maile (ua mals), to t~ke as an example the org:l.nism with which 
Stadler worked, there are present in nuclei of all cells of the pl~nt ten kinds 
of chromosomes. In the cells of the sporophyte of corn (the phn! we sec), 
there are twO setS often. In spore form~tion, the number is reduced ftom 
twO sets to one by twO special cell divisions known as the meiotic divisions. 
Gametes-egg and sperm nuclei-also contain one set each. On union of 
egg and sperm nuclei at fertilization, tWO sets of ten ag:tin come together in 
a single nucleus. 
In each chrofl'105Ome there are many genes, pr0b2bly hundm:b or thou-
sands, each of which appears (0 occupy a fixed and special position known 
as a locus. These positions are defined in twO ways. The order and spacing 
of the genes in a single chromosome is fou nd by techniCJues of detecting 
linhgc: and measuring recombination freCJuencies that are so simple in prin-
ciple they are tegularly taught in beginning biology courses: That these 
positions arc correct and referable to chromosomes as seen under the micro-
scope can k verified by slightly less $implc methods of correlating visible 
chromosome abher2tions-such as de6ciencies, dupliorions, translocarion! 
and inversions-with genetio.lly detectable akrrarions in gene khavior. 
For example, absence: of a specific small segment of chromosome ean SOIIlC-
times bt C2usally related to absence: of a specific gene. 
The eXistence of a specific gene can b~ inferre<! genetically only ifit 
exim in tWO forms (alleles) that have detecrably different effects on the or-
ganism. In m:.ilze, for example, the R gene is known to k necessary for the 
formation of a purple amhocyanin pigment in the endosperm of the kernel 
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DC:c:ause Ihis pigment fails to appe:u if in :all cells of the endosperm of the 
kernel the r "lick is substituted for ils dominant counterp:m. A study of 
the linkage r(brions of the R gene shows it is alw1ys located in:l. specific 
pI:aet in the (cnlh chromosome. 
Li ke many mher genes. the R allele is known to be mutable (31). If 
thounnds of descendants of Ihis :allele arc investigated in :I. suitable manner 
1n occasioru.! instance will be: found in which R h:as :apparently spontane-
ously changed to an r :allele. This p:miculu munl.nl ch:mgc lends itself to 
investi81lIion because it is detectable in the seed u:age lind hence m:any thou· 
sands of individuals can be observed for possible mUr2tions. The frequency 
of the change varies from Sirain to SICain. 
So far we: have used the term gene nther loosely. un we define it pre· 
cisel)'? This is a question to which Stadler devoted. much attention. As we 
shall see the answer is not cas)' to arrive at although there arc several wa),s 
of approaching it. 
The Gene as a Unit of Crossing Ovec 
The R gene can be defined in terms of its lootion in the 10th chromo-
some. In this way it can be distinguished from other genes that inftuence 
anthocyanin synthesis in the endosperm. Thus the gene C is also essential 
for the formation of this pigment in the endosperm. If its recessive allele ( 
is substituted fot C, no 2nthocpnin pigment is produced. C o.n be shown to 
be located In chromosome 9. Hence ifboth R 2nd C are segregating in a 
Single plail[, they do so independently. By virtue of theif different locations 
they can be said to be different genes. The s:une expcrimcnnl method o.n be 
used to differentiate genes within a singk chromosome, even when they are 
only a fnction of a crossover unit apart. On this basis genes an be said to 
be entities that behave as units in recombination, whether they segregate in· 
clependcndy Of arc linked. 
T he Phenotypic T ests for Allel ism 
If one has twO strains of maize with no anthocranin in the endosperm, 
both differing from a colored strain by a single recessive gene, the question 
of whClher they differ from the colored strain by the same or different genes 
o.n be determined by crossing the tWO colorless lines. If they both carry 
recessive alleles of the same gene, the first generation h)'brid is expected to 
be colorless. But if they carry recessive alleles of different genes, a colored 
seed is e:~peCted to be produced in the first generation. Using genes Rand C, 
these (""\\"0 results ace symbolized as follows: 
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AJldes: CC" 
(white-I) 
x CCrr 
(whitc-2) 
t 
CC " (whi te) 
Sepu::ate gtne$: CC" x IT RR 
(white-I) (whi te.2 ) 
t 
Ct- Rr (colored) 
Although there arc nonble exceptions, this test usually gives the same 
answer 15 the location test-that is, genes occupying different loci are not 
:Illelic by the phenorypie test fo! allelism, whereas those found by the posi. 
tion test to be: at the same locus lite alleles. 
Multiple Alleles 
Early in the his tory of genetiCS is 9o"2S discovered that §orne genes nil 
c:xilit in sevenl allelic Slllles. A classical use is thu of white eye in the fruit 
6)' Drosophila. There are a series of recessive eye-color mUlllnts, ranging 
from the dark red of the wi ld fly to white, that by both the location and aile· 
lism test arc differentiated from the normal red eyed Hy by different alleles 
of the same gene. These alleles an be arranged in a graded series bolh with 
respect to eye pigmentat ion and dominance. Alleles 11m give more pigment 
are dominant to those with less. But no combination of twO mutants gives 
complete wild-type pigment. 
As more refined methods of detect ing differences in end effects become 
aV1l.ilable, §O many examples of multiple alleles are found that one is tempt-
ed to genenliu that all genes an exiu in many allelic Sllltes. 
The R Locus 
Early in his studies on plant pigmenr inheritance, Emer§On (9) found 
that there exilit at the R locus different sntes of the generic matetiallhat in 
§orne ways bduve as different genes and in othe! ways as multiple alleles. 
In addition to the R r pair of alleles concerned with kernel pigmenn-
tion, there was found a closely related pair of alleles concerned with antho-
cyanin formuion in the stern and certain other parts of the plant. When the 
simple allelic rest is made by {lossing a plant wi th green stems and purple 
kernels wirh 0o(c posKSsing n:d siems and while kerne ls, [he fif$t generation 
kernels:lee purple and give rise 10 red-Stemmed plams. This suggests sepa· 
rate genes for pigmentation in the t wO partS of the plant. 
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BUI e2rly 10000tion tCS tS showed (hat both genes are in the $2.mc place 
in the chromosome and either do not sepanlc by crossing over or do so wilh 
::I frequen t}' so low 115 ro be experimentally difficult to dctcct. Thus the 
hybrid between purple-seeded. grccn-ucmmed and white-sccded, red· 
sccmmed stDins produced only twO types of gametes. not fOUl as would be 
expected if tWO genes were involved. T he recombinant gametes expected 
(for color in both or neither of Ihe tWO pbnt PUts) if rhe two genes were 
IOC2ted in separate positions. were apparcndy eilhcr vcry tarc or did not 
occur. 
In spire of Ihis absence of crossing over there: arc found among the 
many varieties of maize: that have been investigated the combination in 
which both seeds and Stems are colored and that in .... hich both are colorless. 
In these: also the f"\\."O pairs of genes are inherired as units. 
In general it is found that rhe several alleles of a sing le mul tiple allelic 
series are concerned with the same t:har1crer. P:U1:ly because of th is and part· 
I)' because Iirtle or no crossing over was found between seed and plant color, 
the genes concerned .... ere trl:,ued as multiple alleles 1nd given the follo .... ing 
symbols: 
K ernel Stem 
R' colored red 
R' colored green 
I" colorless red 
,.. colorless green 
Actually, sevcnladditional SC2re$ of the locus are kno .... n and these tOO 
h:we been interpreted as being R alleles. We sec, rherefore, that the use of 
the'" allele in the phenotypic rest for allelism .... ith R' and r' results in an 
interesting ambiguity. 8.*1'" has colored endosperm and green stems, thus 
ind icating allelism. r'l,.. hilS colorless endosperm ilnd red Hems, ilgain in· 
dicating alleliml. But it .... ill be recalled thar the Rill" combination has color 
in both endosperm and plant stem, thus indicating separate genes. All re-
sults ue forman)· consistent with the a~umption thilt there ue rwo closely 
linked bUT non-allelic genes with'" being inactive for both, i.e., a double 
mutant. 
In put because of results like those JUSt described Stadler selected the 
R locus 15 one of scveral thar he ilnd his associates investigued in detail in 
their attempts to learn morc about the natUre o f the genic material. Some of 
the results ",,11 be summarized below. 
G e ne M uncion 
One method of findi ng OUt about genes is through a smdy of thei r 
muration.al properties. The fre<Juency with which genes mutate spontaneOus-
ly is \·uiable from species to species, from one gcoCfic type to another within 
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a species, from gene to gene within 2 species, and from one environment to 
another for a given gene in a particular sptCies. The dtveiopm(flt of meth-
ods of measuring mutation rates <juantiurivdy was an important step in 
genetic studies. H. J Muller and Stadler wee( pion((rs in this; Muller ust<:! 
Drosophila as exptrimenul material and Sudler ustd maiu. 
Stadkr was one of the nrH to measure spontaneous nte's of mutation 
fot spednc genes. For this he used a series of genes aff(Cting endosptrm 
characters. In this way he was abk to obtain the necessary large populations 
without inordinate labor and expense. Recently, ml':thods have been <kvdop· 
cd for m(lsuring muntion ntes in microorganisms in which, by using 
enrichment culture tl':chni<jul':S, even larger numbers can be use<! than with 
/lies or maize. 
Excluding so-calkd unstabk genes, spontaneous mutation ntes afe 
found to vary from more than 1 mutlnion in a thousand genes ptr life cycle 
to Il':SS than I in a billion. 
It has now been known for more than a quarrer of a century that muta-
tions can be greatly increascci in frequency by high energy ndiation. This 
finding, which opened the way to many significant advances in genetics, 
was made independently and almosr simultaneously by Muller and by 
Stadler. More recently it has b((n found that mutation frequencies can be 
incte:l.sed by tfl':atment with a number of chl':mical SUMtanCl':S (8). 
The results of C1dy experiments on the mut2genic effects of high (fIefgY 
radiation were interpreted at first in terms of rhe so-calle<! singk hit hypo_ 
thesis-chat ionization or excitation in or very near a gene was necl':Ssary 
and sufficient to induce a mutant change. This interpretation, plus a con-
sideration of the observed effect of temperature, lC1ds to the dabontion of 
a physical modd of the gene. In this there were rwo impornnt sources of 
error that initially were not recognized. 
First, it is now known that genetic df(Cts of radiation are at le:ut pardy 
indirect. X-rays and ultr:l.violet, for example, produce extensive formation 
of highly reactive fr(( I1Idicals throughout rhe protoplasm of the cdL These 
may then produce secondary effects including changes in genes. A second 
source of error rhat has been particularly stressed by Stadler (B) IS the het 
that many of the muntions product<:! by ionizing r:l.diation involve mechan-
ical rearnngements of the genic material. Many of these-brge tnnsloca-
dons, brge inversions and brge deficiencies, for exampk -can be detected 
fairly readily genetically Ot, in favorable material, by cytological examina-
tion. As Stadler has insisted, however, there is at present no known way of 
distinguishing such mechanical effects from true gene mutation, esptcially 
in those cases where the former are very small. The experimenr:al tvidem:e in 
maize, the life cycle of which is very favorable for screening out certain cate-
gories of m(Chanical rearrangements, suggests that very few or perhaps no 
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gene mutadons of the kind that involve slight qualitadve Changes are pro-
duced by X-nys_ Evidence from other organisms does nOI seem entirdy 
consisn~m w1lh such an eXlreme view but Stadler's poim is neven:heless wdl 
taken that there is no experimental way known at the pre~nt lime of dis-
tinguishing true gene mutation from less subtle me<:hanical effects_ 
For these reasons Stadler emphllsized the desinbility of studying muta-
tions that arise spontaneously. 
M utatio n Studies on the R G ene 
If::ll Ihe R locus there lire tWO genes so closely linked that they rarely 
~parHe by crossing o\'er, one concerned wi th plam pigmentation and the 
other with pigment formation in the endosperm, they might well be expect-
ed 10 show independence as regatds mutation. W ith qUlllifications Stlldler 
( 31,32) found this [Q be the ca~. If spontaneous mutat ions of -the R' allele 
are obtained in appreciable numbers, it is found thllt they are 10'" or R~ 
alJdes in the gre:H majority of cases, not to r'. 
This suggests sepu:l.Ie units that ate independent in their mutation. 
But in II furthet experiment in which crossing over WllS followed between 
markets on the tWO sides and close to the R locus at the same time the R 
mutants were detected (34,3:5), the Significant finding was made that R' 
muradon to R~ or to,.' is frequencly accompanied by crossing over at or near 
rhe R locus. Stadler and his coworkers have interpreted Ihis in terms of a 
model in which R' consists of tWO adjacenr units, nlled P (for plant color) 
and S (for seed color), that are sufficiently closely related structurally and 
oriented properly to permit pairing lind crossing over hetween chern. Al-
though both life somehow rdaled to anthocyanin synthesis, Ihey cannot be 
functionailr identical because they are active in different pans of the plant. 
The crossover mutations of R' to R~ and,.. are postulated to occur by process 
of unequal crossing over as follows: 
, 
~ .. ~ .. :":'1[:' ~/ 
PS "'.. 
PPS (R') 
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P (r') 
~~·~r~-:-:/ 
'" PSS (R') If this interpretltion is correct, the 5 crossover mutmt (R") should not 
be lble to give ln ,.. mutant by crossing over with PS (R') but the R' _ r' 
mutant should occur by crossing over in the same combination, Limited 
results so far reported from e:<periments designed to test this ptediction are 
consistent with the hypothesis (34). 
&cauS( not all muonf5 of R' ace accompanied by crossing over it seems 
necessary to lssume that both P lnd 5 are clpable of mutating to the 50-
called "null" forms p lnd J in l conventional gene mutation mlnner, i.e., 
without crossing ovet (3;). 
A somewhat similar situltion has been known for many years In the 
oS( of unequll crossing over at the BH locus in Drosophill_ This phe· 
nomenon was postulated by SrurteVlnt on purely genelic grounds ,nd laler 
verified cytologioUy by Btidges. In the original Bar mUllnt, which ltoS( in 
In e:<perimental culture, the dupliote S(gments lre presumed to be identiol. 
But through l subsequent genetic change, one of the segments became mod· 
ified through what is assumed to be point gene mutal ion. Thus in the 
seeondary mutant, known as [nfrabu, the duplicare segments are functiotul· 
Iy somewhat different but still synaptiolly equivllent. 
A second locus in mai~e that is in some ways like the R locus hls been 
investigated in detail by Laughnln (20), a former student of Stadler's. 
Using essentially similar methods, Laughnan has postulated that at this 
locus there are twO segments, called IX and j:J, concerned with perkarp pig. 
mentation and with anthocyanin formation in the endosperm and other 
parts of the pbnt. In this case, toO, unequal crossovers occur with a fre· 
quency of about one per thousand chromosomes. 
In all of theS( ca5e$, thorough study of the mutation process has added 
Significantly to our knowledge of the hereditary material. The question as 
to how general are Clses of th is kind in which tandem duplications permit 
unequal crossing over onnot be answered at present. In addition to the B:l.r 
r2ndc:m dupliorion, there are several cases in Drosophila that He known or 
suspected of being similar in principle. All of these arose in Ihe labol"ltory 
as mutant types. This plus the {lct that the R ,nd A loci were initially select-
ed for study hecause of their unusual properties, suggests that tandem dupli. 
cations that give uneqw.1 crossing over may no! be of frequent occurrence in 
normal populations. 
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Pseudoallelism 
There ate found in Drosophib and a number of other organisms (21,22) 
instances in which genes with what appear [0 be closely related functions 
lie very' close together in the chromosome but are still sepanbk by crossing 
over. Unli ke the R and A loci in maize they do nOt give unequal crossing 
over. The members of certain such clusters have been called posicion pseudo-
alleles by Lewis. who interprets them in terms of separate genes, the func-
tions of which are rehted in a way that requires them to be physically close 
rogether. For this reason if mutant pseudoalkks that are contiguous are 
carried in the sepante chromosomes of a pair, they result in a murant pheno:>-
(J'pe. Thus if A and Bare pseudoalleles of this type, the so-nlled trans· 
double heterozygote, a 8 will be of a mutant appeannce, while the cis-
Ah 
genetic type, ~ is often normal or more nearly so than is its trans-<oun-
.h 
ter pan. 
In Drosophib in which somatic pairing of chromosomes normally oc-
curs the A lOd B pseudoalleJes in the trans-configuration can be still funher 
sepatated if somatic pairing is reduced by a chromosome rearrangement. 
When this is done, the deviation from normal of the trans-type double 
heterozygote is often increased. 
In the bithorax series of pesudoalldes, Lewis has demonstrated five 
unirs separable by crossing over. Experimental estimates of the map dis-
ranees betwc:<:n adjacent members give values of 0.003 to 0.01 units, i.e., in 
normal flies one crossover is expected per 10,000 to 33,000 chromosomes. 
It is postulated that the normal alleles of the five members function 
in the control of an equal number of steps in a sequence of reactions neces-
sary for normal development. Each reaction is assumed to re<:juire as a re-
actant the produCt of the immediately preceding reanion in the chain. All 
reaction products except the fina l one are believed to be labile or limited in 
diffUSibility to the extent that ro serve as a substrate for succe<:ding reactions 
the next reaction in sc:<J.uence must occur in the immediate vicinity. Thus if 
the gene that controls the reaction by which a given substrate is transformed 
dot:s not lie adjacent to the gene responsible for its production, the over-all 
reaction sequence will be slowed down enough to interfere with the de-
velopment of ~ normal phenotype. _ 
How frequent are such pseudoalleles wi thin a single species and how 
widely diStributed are they ~mong different groups of organisms? 
I n Drosophila, a toral of about ten cases of what appear to be pseudo:>-
alleles are known or suspected (22). Even in the series of ~Ileles of the white 
eye gene, mentioned earlier as the classical textbook ex~mple of multiple 
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alleles, there is now evidence that there are at least two elementS sepoir.tble 
by crossing over. As in other 05eS mentioned, there are twO interpretarions 
possible: rhe one, advocated by Pontecorvo (28), that the white gene is a 
single functional unit capable of mutation at tWO or more sites separable 
by intragenic crossing over, or that of Lewis which postulates two or more 
physiol!y adjacent genes that are functionally closely related but sepoir.tble 
by intergenic crossing over. 
In at least half a dozen other organisms, including higher plantS, fungi, 
and mammlls (22) gene clusters are known that in one or more significant 
respeCis suggeSt pseudoallelism. As we shall see later new methods have 
recendy been developed for the experimental study of the phenomenon in 
bacteria and viruses. 
Pseudoal!eles of this type may wdl be rebted in origin to the tandem 
duplications discussed in the previous seaion, but they differ in that the)' are 
no longer synaptically equivalent and hence do not give unequal crossing 
over. 
The Lewis interpretation assumes that the members of a pseudoalldk 
group are separate genes in the sense t hat they are separable by crossing 
over or chromosome rearrangements, that they are nOt equivalent synapti-
cally, that they are independently mutable, and that they possess different 
functions . Their only special property is thac their cooperative act ion reo 
quires close physical proximity. It is this property that causes the phenotypiC 
teSt for alldism to break down when it is applied ro them. 
According to the interpretation advocated by Pontecorvo and others, 
pseudoalldic clusters of the kind JUSt discussed represent mutational changes 
at different levels in a single functional unit. On this basis the mutant na-
ture of the trans-heterozygOte requires no special explanation for it assumes 
that no normal allele of the gene in question is present. This hypotheSis 
preserves t he validity of the phenotypic test for allclism but requires that 
crossing over within the gene be possible. It forces one to make an arbitrary 
choice as to whether to define {he gene in terms of function or in terms of 
units indivisible by crossing over. As will be made clear later the same op-
tion is presented by experimental evidence on gene structure derived in 
other w:lys. It is entirely possible that fot different situations both interpreta-
tions may be correct. 
From the standpoint of the origin of new genic material in a spe(ie$, 
Bar, the R alleles, and t he position pseudoalleles of Lewis might wdl be 
representative of three stages in an evolu!lonary series. Starting with a un-
dem duplication like Bar in which the component pam are functionally and 
synaptio.lly alike, one can readily visualize gradual divergence in function 
through muution in the duplicate segments to the Stage represented by the 
R case. Such duplications provide a mechanism by which new genically 
comrolled functions o.n be acquired th rough mutation without the sactifice 
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of cxisting ones. Finally, it is not unrc:uonablc: to c:xpe<t synapdc incom. 
par-abiILry to arise either through :.l.ccumuladon of gene mut:.l.tions or struc-
lural differences in Ihe: tWO segments. 
Gene: Fun CTion 
Before: considering further the: '1uestion of gcne structure it will be 1<1. 
VlInv,ageous [0 consider brieRy the: matter of gene function. Earl), in Inc: ((n-
mr)' it ",,:as sc"Cr1IJ times suggested-for example:. by 8at~, Garrod. 
Moore, Hagedoom. Goldschmidt. Troland. H aldane, Muller and Wrighl-
Ihu genes might function dirted)' as c:nlymcs or by producing enzymes. 
Onc: of Ihc earlieSt cases of Ihc genetic control of a specific chemical 
reaction was [hal of a r:l.rc: metabolic disease: in man called alC2ptonuria. 
In affected individw.ls alcapton (2.~.dihydroxyphc:nyla(etic acid) is excreted 
in the urine (12). The disease seem5 to be inherited as a simple recessive. 
In Ihe absence of the normal allele of the gene concerned, the initial step in 
the series of reaclions by which alcapton is oxidi~ed through aceto acetic 
acid to CO. and H,O hils to take place, presumably bea.use oflack of:ac-
tiviry in a specific enz)·me. The evidence suggeseed a gene-enzyme-ehemiC21 
reaction rebrion to Garrod but the interrelations could nOI be more dearly 
defined because little WllS known ar the time about either the nature of genes 
or that of enzymes. 
Subsequently man)" additional instances were discovered and described 
in ",hich similar relat ions appeared to hold. These included such processes 
lIS anthocyanin formation in pbnts. melanin formation in mammals, oxida· 
tion of xanthophyll in mammals, eye pigment formalion in inseo:s, atro-
pineslense activity in thc rabbit. amybse activity in the silkworm, linam· 
erase activity in dover. and a number of ochers. Systematic studies of strains 
of molds. bacteria and other microorganisms with genetic defects in ability 
to synthesize such essential metabolites as vi tamins, amino acids. purines, 
pyrimidines. etc. have indicued that a great many biochemiol reactions are 
normally dependent on the activ ity of specifie genes. 
As a generaliution from investigarions of the many metabolically de· 
fective mutant types thaI differ by single genes from the t)'PC from which 
they arose and that can be interpreted in lerms of lack of laivif}' of a parti-
cular enzyme. rhe so-<alled one gene--one enzyme hypothesiS was formulated 
(17). This holds that lISide from dupliclting itself, Ihe lcfiviry of 1 given 
scne consists solely in directing the specificity of ln enzyme. Or in a more 
general form. the hypothesis holds Ihl1 genes are unifunctionl1 and serve 
to determine the specificities of macro-molecules such lS proTeins. 
No attempt will be made to review t he evidence for and againse the 
unifunaional hypothesis of gene action. This has been done elsewhere (6. 
n. 17). Reg2tdless of whether it is correct or nOt-or is a much ovenimp!i. 
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fied but basically correa view-this hypothesis has abundamly demonSU'u-
ed its usefulness in experimental work in chcmical generics. 
Genes and He moglobin 
An example of a gene in man that appears to function in controlling 
a panicular prolein i~ cruit concerned with sickle cell dise:ose (26, 27). In this 
disease, lartely confined to populations in central Africa, southern India and 
a region 0 Grc:c:ce, or descendants of these: peoples. there is present an ab-
normal form of hemoglobin (called S) that differs from normal hemoglobin 
(called A) in its e1cctrophoretic mobility (27). In terms of their adult hemo-
globins the following three genotypes are known: 
J J normal A hemoglobin 
S S mainly S hemoglobin 
S J both A and S hemoglobin 
S hemoglobin appears to possess 2 to 4 less free carboxyl groups pa 
molecule than does A hemoglobin (~O). 
Since S S individw.ls do not often live to reproduce unless given very 
special medical care, including rather frequem blood mlnsfusions, there is 
StrOng selection against the S allele. Until tecently, therefore, it was difficult 
to understand how the incidence of S 1 individuals could be as high as 40% 
in certain tribes of central Africa. If mutation fro m s to S were responsible. 
the rate would have to be: very high in certain small populations and very 
low elsewhere. 
The explanation now appears to be that S J individuals are more reo 
sinanr to malaria than are normal s J persons. Allison (2) and others have 
demonStrated this experimem:ally and h:ave shown that there is a close eor· 
relation between incidence of S J individuals in a population and presence 
of malaria in the region in which the popubtion lives. Although it cannrn 
be: accurately determined what the frequency of S J individu:als was among 
African negroes brought to the United Sntes in slave days, the present in-
cidence is reduced by approximarely the amount expected on the b:asis of 
estimates of the original incidence, extent of Outcrossing, and number of 
gc:nenrions in a mabria-frc:c: environment. 
It thus appears that in malarious regions the S allele has a selective 
advantage in the heterozygous form' that balances its dis:adv:antage in ho-
mozygous form. In other words, in each gener.uion the excess deaths among 
J S individuals from malaria are assumed to eounterbal:ance the reduction in 
frequency of S alleles in the population resulting from the death of S S pa-
$Ons from sickle cell anemia. T he S mutam gene is thus livorable in malar-
ious regions and unfavorable in the absence of malaria. 
Why cells containing S hemoglobin provide an unlivorable environ-
ment for the protolO:ln d12t causes m:a laria is not known, It nuy well be chat 
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Ihe same faCIOI Ihal r(sull$ in the distonion (sickling) of the red cells of 
S s individuals 11 low oxygen tensions makes these cells unfavor:l.ble for the 
emr:l.nce, surviv~l. or muitipliC1{ion of Ihe prOtO!Oln. 
Sickle cdl disease: is of fXlrticular interest genedClllly beouse it indiCll.tes 
that Ihe: gene concerned determines the charge in the: hemoglobin molecule. 
Experimental evidence: indicates [h:at ;1 is the: protein part of the: molecule 
Ihac is aff~{c:d, but it is not rei known with certainty whether S and A 
hemoglobins differ in amino acid composition or only in physiaJ configura. 
tion. 
There: are now known in man half a dozen abnormal hemoglobins as-
soc:ialcd with various hereditary anemiu (5, 19). Because hemoglobin is 
readily obtain:.tble in large qUlntities, is e1sily prep1rW in pure form, lnd is 
relativel~' simple to charactcrize by such properties as crystal structure and 
electrophoretic mobility, these hereditary nailS provide particularly favora_ 
ble material for chanctcrizing molecules that may well be directly depend-
ent on gene action. Unfortunately genetic investigations in man are not 
easily mlde. As a te$uh , it is nm yCt known how the various ancmias are 
genetiolly relar«l. Knowl«lge of this kind will be of very gre1t significance 
in inCre2sing our understanding of prmein synthesis lnd structure in reb· 
don to the gene. 
T yros ilUse Activity 
Melanin. a high polymer pigment widely dimibured in Ihe plant and 
aninul kingdoms, is formed through a series of oxidative reactions from the 
amino acids phen)·lalanine and tyrosine. In the oxidation of tyrosine to its 
},4..dih)·droxy amlogue and subsequendy in the fe1cnon sequence: by which 
melanin is formed. the enzyme tyrosinase serves 15 a nnlyst. 
I n animlls, melanin serves as a screening pigment and in some oses 
is c1eady important in protective colontion. I n many animals, induding 
man, albino forms are known in which melanin is absent from hair, skin, and 
eyes. O ften albinism is inherited as a simple recessive genetic trait. T he 
pink-eyed white rabbit is a good eXlmple. Pigmented breeds crossed with 
albinos gi"e pigmented first generation hybrids which show segregation in 
the subsequent genention in the dassica.l mendelian manner. 
As in a number of Other species in which melanin pigmentation h15 
been studied gcneriC1.lIy, the albino gene in the r2bbit exists in sevenl al-
lelic states. In addition to an allele for full pigmenration and one: for com-
plete albinism, there is a third allele, recessive to the full pigmentation aJ-
lele, which has {he phenotypic effect of determining tlul the pigment-form-
ing process will be tempenuure sensitive. The So-C1.lIcd H imalayan breed is 
pure for this allele. In animals of {his breed pigment docs not form at nor-
mal body temperarures but is produced lt temperatures 1 few degrees lower. 
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As a rC$ult, the e1<tremiliC$ of a Himala)':lr\ rabbit-nose, nrs, f«l and ta.il-
llI'e pigmented wherns rhe compact puu of the body are not. A similu 
situation exists in the Siamese C:I[. 
A clue: to the explm20lion of the remperatun: sensitivity of the pigment· 
forming system of the Hinulayan rabbit and the Siamese cat is found in the 
mold Neurospora. In this organism melanin is forme<!. T hcre is known a 
strain in which, like the Himalayan rabbit, pigment formation shows a 
Strong tempera ture dfC<:t. Temperature lability of the process is genetica!ly 
differentiate<! by a single gene from temperature s[2bility (16). 
Cell·free tyrosine·comaining preparations of the tWO strains of Neuro-
spora show quite c1e:uly that their dift'erem responses to remp;ntuce o::I.n be 
refc:ned to different temperature stabi lities of thei r tyrosinases. T he tyrosi-
nase of the tempc::r:arure-sc:nsitive mutant is much less scable in "itro at 350 C. 
than is a similarly prepan:d eXlnct of the normal sn·2in. 
Here, as in the ate of normal and sickle cell hemoglobins, qualiratively 
different prOteins are presumed to be specified by twO different alleles of the 
same gene. 
An analogous case is known in the bacterium Er,hni,hia ro/i in which a 
mut:lnt str:ain is known in which the vitamin pamothenic acid is synThesi~ed 
normally at low temperatures but at 1 low rate or not at all ar 2 higher tem-
perature (23). Here, roo, an enzyme with abnormal temperature sensitivity 
has been implicated. 
Chemical Nature of Chromosomes 
The chromosomes of higher plants and animals arc known to consist 
of deso1< yribonucleic acid (DNA) and protein bound together in the form 
of nucleoprotein. Direct chemical analyses of isolared chromosomes, sDining 
re:acrions of chromosomes, ultraviolet absorption, and diFtion experimentS 
WiTh the enzyme desoxyribonuclnsc or with proTcol)·tic enzymes bear OUI 
this conclusion. 
Recently l.ia.zia and his associa tes (24 ) have shown that following tre2t· 
ment with metal chdating agen ts such as cit rate, chtomosomes placed in 
distilled water scparate inTO scgments about 4000 Angstrom units long. The 
suggested interpretat ion is that these unics :are normal strUCTUral pans of 
chromosomes and rhal in lIiw they are held together linearly by bridges of 
divalent magnesium and calcium ions. It is further suggcsted that these 
units m:ay represent individual genes and that crossing over somehow occun 
at the calcium-magnesium ion connections that normally hold Them in a 
fixcU linnr order. 
Action Spectrum of Mutarioo 
Indirect e \'idence consisTent with the assumption tmt nucleic acid is a 
part of t he genic material, or importanr to it. comes from experiments in 
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which the dfe<:riveness of different W:lve lengdls of ultraviolet radi:l.tion in 
producing muutions is measure<!. One: of the earliest and most oreful ex-
periments of this kind was made by Stadler and Uber (36) using corn pollen 
:1.5 the: trcHed m2teri21. After rarher ehbor:oI.!c corre<;rions were: made for ul· 
traviolet absorption by the cell wall of the pollen gnins lnd the cytoplasm 
lying between the: source: of radiation and the sperm nudei, it was found 
that per unit of incidenr eno::rgy, the wlve-length effectiveness in producing 
mut:.ltion followed as closely as could reasonably be c:xF«red, the ultl'll.violet 
absorption spectrum of desoxyribonudc:ic acid, with a peak near 2600 A. 
T hese srudics mdicate: that the energy of ultraviolet eti"e<:rive in produc-
ing mutations is absorbed by DNA. 
Tnnsforming Principles 
A more direct indication thu DNA is an important gene constituent 
comes from knowledge of so-called transforming principles. Evidence for 
these was first obtained in e~periments on type transformadons of pneumo· 
cocolstrains (3). 
Essentially the e~petimentaJ evidence is rhis: 
The pneumococcus (Mierococcus) that eauses lobar pneumonia in man, 
and is virulent!O mice, is found in many serologio.l types. Type specificity 
is based on differences in amigenic properries of the polysaceharides that 
encase the bacterial cells. 
Virulence is associated with presence of a capsule, for all strains that 
lack a capsule also lack virulence. Virulent strains ocCllsionally mutllte spon· 
taneously!O forms thai lack a capsule and are avirulent. Such strains can be 
distinguished from their virulent parent by the appearance of the colonies 
they form on a suitable artificial medium-o.psub.te strains are called 
"smoOth", acapsulate ones are designated "rough". 
If a rough mutant originally derived from a smooth of serological type 
II back mutates to smooth, as it sometimes spontaneously does, the [evened 
smooth is norm.ally of type II like the original smooth from which it o.me. 
But if the mutation back!O smooth occurs in thelresence of a very little 
DNA prepared from a smooth strain of type III an under other conditions 
that are reproducible, the smooth may now be of type III . The significant 
factor in "directing" the mutation is the DNA. This can be made as pure as 
it is possible by the presently available methods of enzyme chemistry and 
ph)'sical chemisrry. 
Corresponding to each type specific strain from which such D NA di· 
recting preparations have been made there apparently is present a specific 
D NA. 
Tnnsforming principles have now been demonstrated in pneumococcus 
for a series of characters such as amount of capsule formed, resistance to 
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penicillin, resistlnce to other lmibiotics, ability to utilize specific sugars, 
and presence of specific proteins, Each of rhese is a specific DNA, The phe-
nomenon has also now been demonstrared in other bacteria. 
A simple interpretacion of the experiments on transforming principle 
assumes thar DNA is the material responsible for gene specificity and that 
when a loss mutltioll occurs. such as smoorh rype III to rough, the specific 
DNA associared .... ith type III polysaccharide is lost or inactivated. In rhe 
process of transformltion, this defective DNA is replaced from the ourside 
by l genetically homologous active DNA. 
This interpretacion is strongly supported by experimental evidence of 
Erhrussi-Taylor (10) who has sho .... n that for some cha!'~cters there are series 
o mutually exclusive DNA units, corresponding to allelic forms of a single 
gene, where:ls for other chlracters DNA units sho .... all possible combinl-
tions as do independent genes. In studies of the incidence of simultaneous 
transformations by pairs of "non-lllelic" DNA units, Hotchkiss and 
M:,umur (18) have reported what appears ro correspond to genecic linkage 
for one parricular pair. 
Batteeill V ir uses 
Identifiocion of DNA with the hereditlry units of the geneticist in-
dicared by the evidence from transforming principles is supported by an 
impressive body of evidence ftom recent inves tigations of viruses (lncterio. 
phages) parasitic on the colon bacillus Bchnichia coli (14,15). 
Before presenting this it is desirable to re ... ie .... briefly rhe significanr 
points of the life history of one of rhese viruses. The ones designared T2 
and T4 will serve as examPles. These are tadpole-shaped structures wirh 
polyhedr2l heads about 800 A long and a tail slightly longer. The head con-
sists of a protein coat and a desoxyribonucleic acid core. The DNA core ClIn 
be removed from the coat by osmotic shock (I) . 
If virus lnd susceptible bacteria are placed together in a suitable medi-
um, the virus plfticles are adsorbed to the surface of the bacterium by the 
tips of their rails. Presumably the initial step in rhis a!!achmenr involves 
complementary fY.merns of electrostatic charges on the baCterial surface and 
on the tips of the virus rails. These ~re believed due !O ioniurion of free 
NH" ~nd COOH groups of pro reins (29) . 
Shortly ~fter adsorpt ion, infection OCCUC5 by injection of viral DNA in-
to the host, the virus particle acting lS microsyringe. This is shown by ex-
periments in which viral prorein is labelJed wirh radioacrive sulfur or phos. 
phorous, S" or p", by growing the viruses in host blcteril .... hich were in 
turn grown on labelled sulfare or phosphat~ (D). After infection prorein 
coats on be knocked off the bll.cterial cells in a Waring blendor and sepa· 
rated from the cells by centrifuglrion. If the protein is labelled with S" in 
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such ~n experiment, the ndioacdvity remains with the cons_ But if rhe 
DNA c:uries a P" label. the radioactivity goes with the lncTcrial cells. 
After injection of viral DNA into the host cell, there is a lalent period 
of 10 to I~ minutes during which vir:l.] DNA is reproduced as much lS 
several hundred fold. There;lfter vird CO:l.ts arc fabricated of protein synthe-
sized by the host cell but of a kind no! mlldc by an uninfected bacteri:<! cdL 
After 20 to 30 minutes dIe host cells are lysed with the liberation from e2.ch 
of some: hundred infectious virus particles. If uninfected bacteria remain, the 
process is repelled. 
BaCTerial viruses are mutable in severt] respects. Mutant strains differ-
ing from the parenui SUol;n in hOST range occur spontaneously and can be 
selected by growing a brge popul1tion of viruses on baCterial cells resistant 
TO the parental type of virus. Types showing chttacteristic differences from 
the parencal form in size of pbques (dear circubr colonies) formed in a byer 
of bacteria growing on the surface of an agar nutrient medium. 
That mutant strains of virus differ from their parents genetinlly is 
e:.tsily demonstrated by infecting single host cdls with rwo mut:.tnt strains 
of the virus. If the two viruses carry genetically different mutants. recombi· 
nation types occur although the "mating" process in viruses is in some ways 
less simple than that in higher forms. The frequency of recombinations 
indicates generic map distance aput of the tWO genes. In this way many 
genes have been mapped in T2 and T4. 
Obviously if bacterial viruses have genes, and only viral DNA enters 
the host cell , genes of the virus must consist of D NA. 
In multiplying inside the host, viral generic mareria] must usc the 
metabolic machinery of the bacterial cdlas a source of energy and the sub-
stance of the bacterium as building material. In addition it must somehow 
carry the information used by the host cell in synthesizing specific viral COlt 
proteins. How these twO processes are accompliShed is suggested by the 
structure ofONA. 
Structure of D N A 
A structure of DNA that has great imerest and Significance TO biology 
was recendy proposed by WatSOn and Crick (37). On the basis of evidence 
from conventional cbemiCliI methods of analysis, electron microscopy, X-ray 
diffraction techniques of investigaring molecular structure, and the modd 
building approach, these workers suggest that DNA occurs in the form of 
long double right-handed hdices in each unit of which tWO polynucleotide 
chains arc wound around a common axis in such a ""-y thar their sugar-
phosph:.tte backbones form uniform helices with the purine and pyrimidine 
bases direCted inward (Fig. I). 
The (WO chains are hydrogen bonded together through their purine 
and pyrimidine bases. These lie in pbnes to which the longitudinal axis of 
• 
p,S-A T S .... 
P, S -c-= c- S, 
• P 
P • • S-T=A_S , . 
P P 
~ C=C-S' 
Fig. l-Diagnmmltic representation of ,be \'('alSon·Crick DNA Structure. 
P, ph<>'lpha,e; S, supr; A. adenine; T, thymine; G , guanine: C. cyr<><inc. Hori2ontal 
pa rol1c1lincs symbolize hydrogen bonding between compiementory hues. From 
WltJoll l nd Crick (37) wit h modificuion,. 
the helLx is perpendicul:u. A most significant fe<lturc is lhllt srructunl con-
siderations dictate: that the base pairs consis! of the purine adenine (A) hy· 
drogen bonded to the pyrimidine thymine (T) or ,he pl,Irincc guanine (G) 
Similarly bonded 10 lhe pyrimidine cytosine (C). This means that the tWO 
chains have complementary base sequences. If a segment of one: is A· T -
G - C the paired one must have the sequence T - A - C - G (0 form the 
se<Juence of paired bases 
A 
T 
T 
A 
G 
C 
C 
G 
where hydrogen bonds are represented by dots ~nd the sugar phosphate 
backbones are indicated by dashes. 
Direction is given to the polynudeotide chains by the orientation of 
the sugar units_ The arbon aroms by which these are linked through oxygen 
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co (he phosphorous atoms of the eh:!.in are numbered 3 and 5 as- onc pro-
gres~s along the: chain in one dirc:ccion. In this sense the twO panlkl chains 
run in opposite direaions. • 
• The: diameter of the Warson-Crick double helix is 20 A.)ts pilch is 
34 A and rhe diS-lance along {he axis between base pairs is 3.4 A. There arc: 
[hus {cn base pAirs per turn of Ihe helix. 
DNA Specificity 
In the structure JUSt described, specificity is presumed 10 be determined 
by rhe sequence of base pairs. Assuming no restrictions on thc: proporrions 
in which Ihe four bases oew! in a singk chain, il is ckar that the number 
of different D NA strucrurc:s ch:u are possible will be 4° where: n is the num· 
ber of nucleotides in the chain. Sine.: the D NA in T2 and T4 bacterial 
viruses is equivalent {O about 200,000 bllse pairs it is obvious that , even with 
considerable restriction on the proportions in which the four bases occur 
in a given chain, the opportunity for variability in the D NA of such a virus 
is pract1cally unlimited. 
Ie is clear that in such a structure the specificity of one polynucleotide 
chain will be the complement of t he other and that the double helix will 
carry no more inform:.ltion than either component chain alone. The stitua-
cion is not unlike a Morse code :.lnd its complement in which dots are re-
placed by dashes and dashes by dots. 
If t he essential genetic material of a bacterial virus is DNA and the 
W arson-Crick structure is correct, genetic specificity in this form mUSt re-
side in the base sequence of its D NA. 
Replicadon of DNA 
One of the respects in which rhe Warson-Crick strucrure of DNA is 
so satisfying from a biological standpoint is that it is the only moleculu 
model so far proposed that provides a reasonable basis for understanding 
how in principle a complex and highly specific molecule can be sys1Cmlrical-
ly replicared from an appropriate array of building blocks. On the basis of 
rhis model it is assumed that during the replication process the complemen-
tary polynucleotide chains separate by breakage of hydrogen bonds and rhat 
the single chains then acquire partners by seleCting at each base level build-
ing blocks carr}'ing the appropriate complementary bases. How the process 
occurs in detail and in JUSt what form the building blocks ate collected from 
the cell environment in which the repl ication occurs is not yet known. 
In srmbolic form the process can be indicate<! as follows: 
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A T C G ~ A T C G 
.. 
/ T A G C -
A T C G 
. . .. 
T A G c 
-
\ A T C G 
T A 
-
G_ C ~ T A G C 
-
It is not yet understood how the panners of rhe double helix separate 
at the time of reproduction -whether by untwisting (~7), by system:uic 
brtlhge and reunion (7), or in some orher way. The problem is not a sim-
ple one, for molecular weight determinations of DNA indicate tha i the 
helices must have a length of at least 1000 turns. In the multiplication of 
a bacterial virus DNA equivalent to some 20.000 IUrns of the helix mUSt 
duplicate once every minute and a half. At the end of this period tlch of the 
100 or so descendant setS of DNA must be packed inside a virus head th~ 
diameter of which is about one thousandth the rotallength of the DNA, 
thar is its quOta. 
T he DNA Model and Spoouneous Muudon 
Watson and Crick (37) suggestS a mechanism by which mistakes could 
occur in the replication of a DNA unit. In its mOSt stable, and hence most 
probable, tautomeric form an adenine basc in the DNA helix forms hydro-
gen bonds with thymine. But a less probable tautomer will form such bonds 
with cytosine rather than with thymine. It is thereforc suggested thn if 
adenine is in the less prolnble sure at the exact moment irs complement is 
selected, cytosine will repbce thymine in the daughter chain of a double 
helix and in the next replication a cytosine-guanine h2.se pair will replace an 
adenine-thymine pair. In a similar way other substitutions might be made. 
If this is the mechanism by which spontaneous mutations occur, the 
probability o f an error in copying one base pair in a single rep lication pro-
cess mU5t be elCceedingly small. Consideri ng that a unit of DNA corres-
ponding to a gene in the functional sense probably contains at least hun-
dreds ofba.se pairs and that spontaneous murations for panicubr genes may 
occur with a frequency of leu rhan to·, p<:r generation, the chance of error 
p<:r base pair per rcplication must often be twO Ot three orders of magnitude 
less. 
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Presumabl~' there are also o ther w:r.ys in .... hich mutlll tionai change$ em 
occur-br loss of MSC p:!irs. in"crsion of scqucnts. erc. 
DNA and Gene Funct ion 
ff, as the: virus evidence: suggestS, DNA is the: primary gencdc muc:r;ai, 
thc:n ohviousl)' the information carried b)' it must somehow be uttd in the 
prOC('ss of ~ne funCTion. It seems :I. good guess thaI Ihis is accomplished by 
a tr:lnsfcr of specific information to macromolecules of other kinds. From 
V':I.rious Jines of e\'idencc it seems losonablc that this tr:ansfer inYolves ribo-
nucleic acid ( RNA ) as a ficsi SICp. 
Unfortunately no structure of RNA hllS )'CI been proposed that seems 
as pla\lsihk on eilher chemiol or bioJogiC1J grounds as rhe Warson·Crick 
DNA double helix. There: has therefore been little progress made in at-
tcmpts to understand how the tunsfer of specificity of D NA to RNA is 
made. 
A second likel)' StCp in gene function is the utilization of the informa· 
rion cOllt:aincd in RNA for protein synthesis. Again knowledge of the dct:aib 
of the pro«ss is mCltg~. An aur:l.Clh·e possibility is that segmenls of RNA 
serve as templates on which spedlic proteins are COnsl ..... cred (11 ). 
On the buis of these sugsestlons. functional genetic units would be 
those segments of DNA that, through RN A. correspond [0 specilic pro-
teins. Depending on the relation of number of nucleotides in such a unit 
to the number of amino acids in the corresponding protein, a functional 
gcne might perhaps consist of a few hundred to a thousand or so base pairs. 
Such an idcntifiotion of DNA segments with functional genetic units 
or genes seems plaUSible enough for bacterial viruses where the experimen. 
ttl evidence indiotes that during one Stage of the life C)'('le, DNA is Stripped 
bue of other material. But how about the S1ituation in highC1' forms? In 
bacteria. too. the ose for the essential gentlie material being DNA seems 
good from both the tr:lnsforming principle evidence already summarized 
and the 6:CtS about tnmsduction that will be presented iatC1'. 1 
In the chromosomes of higher plants and animals protein is found as· 
sociated with DNA in all phases of the cell division cycle ar which chromo· 
somes arc easily investigated. During these Stages the chromosomes are of 
an entirely different order of magnitude in cron scerional area from the 
DNA helices ofbaclerial viruses. While it is tempting to believe that the 
primar}' generic material in these organisms is also DNA, the evidence for 
this is not as direct. Also om: onnot be at all sure that th.: mechanism of 
gen.:tic recombination of linked gen.:tic material in the DNA of virus is 
basically the same u that between homologous chromosomes at meiosis 
in higher forms. Again the temptation to look for a single explanation is 
great. It is conceivable rhat in the so-called resting nudei of cel!ular forms 
the genetiC materi21 rna)' be r.:cluc.:d ro the state of bue DNA. 
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Whu about the primary genetic information in thos.: viruses that ap-
pear to contain RNI!. bur no DNA - tobacco mosaic virus, for example? 
Presumably RNI!. is capable of carrying such information. If so, is RNA 
caplble of direct replication or is il multiplied only indirectly via host cdl 
DNA manufactured in response to virll RNA ? Until more is known about 
the structure and function of RNI!. there seems litde point in speculating 
further about questions of this kind. 
Fine Structure of the Gene 
Two recent lines of evidence promise: to add gready to our knowledge 
of the interrehtions of gene fu nction, mutation and recombination. Both 
arc extensions of the approach so strongly adv0C2ted by Stadler-intensive 
study of individual genes. 
The first involves an inveStigation by Bc:nzer (4) of a series of murant 
types ofT4 virus of the colon bacillus. The members of this group of mu-
tlntS arc related in two wlyS. First, elch of them differs from the original 
" wild type" virus by change in a single segment of their genetic material 
mat is only about fOur percent of the: rotal genetiC map. Secondly, 111 mem· 
bers of the: series are phenotypically alike:. The members of the: g roup lre 
designated rIl mutams. 
To appreciate the evidence, it is necessary to understand the rdation 
of wild type and rll mutant strains of virus!O thte<c strains of ho~t cells 
designated B, K and S. On Petri dish cultures of all these hosts wild type 
virus produces chancteristic normal phques (circular de2t 2telS in which 
bacterial cells have bc:cn lysed). On B cells. mutant vi ruses produce larger 
phques with sharper mlrgins thln those of wild type viruses, wherelS on 
S hosts, they produce normal plaques. On K hosrs ,Il mur:ant virusa resul t 
in very f~or no plaques at aJl; infected K cells 1re killed hut USU2lly release: 
kw or no infective viruses. 
Bc:cause rIl mutants grow normally in S hosts but produce no plaques 
(eXCept by back mur:at ion) on K hoStS, it is simple technicaJly to det«t low 
frequencies of wild rype r«:ombinants produced by "crossing" tWO different 
,1I mutants in an S host and subsequently plating on a K host. Recombil12nt 
vi ruses that arc wild type will produce plaques wheras non·recombinants 
or double mutant recombinants will not. Therefore map distlnCe is simply 
measured 1$ twice the percentage of loral virus panicles (assayed on B or 
S hosts) th~t lre npable of forming plaques on K host cells. 
When many mutants of the rll group-distinguished from r mur:ant5 
of other groups by their behavior on the three hosts mentioned-are studied 
carefully, it is found that they show variability in three respects, viz., (1) 
map position. (2) mmsfer coefficient (number of K cells that liberate virus 
- with some mUtlnts of the rll group a few K cells do libc:r:are a few viruses 
but in genttlll plaques arc not produced on K plues), and (3) reversion 
" 
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index (propon:ion of reversions 10 wild typc viruses per generation), which 
varies from I fO 17,000 x 10'·, 
The morc than '0 Til mutants 51udied in Ihc5e respeCts are ioc:llcd at 
"arious pbces along a segment of genetic muerial about 8 map uniu long, 
rhe rOlll map diSI2-nc.: repr~nced by all genetic material being estimued 
to be lbou! 200. Within Ih is region [hey &11 inco subgroups or microc1us-
IUS. Re<:ombination values as low as O.OU map units have b«n m('25ured 
.. :ith such subgroups. 
A fcn essentially like the phenotypic lest for allelism in higher forms 
can be made by infeCting K hosts with twO TIl mutants of independent 
origin in such a w3y Ihat most individual cdls will be simul taneously in-
\-:I.<kd by both type$. B!" the in{Cr:I.(tions observed in this way the Til g.:netic 
m:ut'Tial C3n be di,-ided into t"'-O contiguous segments_ one about five units 
long and one about thtee. If t wO mutants located in a single segment on 
the bsis of reeombination data. simultane:ously infect a given K cell, no 
lysis results. But if the twO ml,ltants lie in separate segments, lysis does re-
sult. 
This mutual imennion is comp1!':1.ble to that observed';n the double 
heter~ygote involving twO non-aUelic recessive gmc:s of a higher orynism. 
Evidence: that the,1I mU[2nts behave as rc:cessiYc:$ in such double infections 
is snown b)' dle: fact that a K cell so infected with wild type 300 ,11 mU[2llt 
viruses reJc:ues both kinds of virus on Irsis. 
The: "'iden" suggests tWO functional units in the,1I cluster, corre-
sponding to the tIVO segments. Not only are the tWO units separable from 
each other by recombination but it is necessary to Issume that mUt3nr 
changes at diflerent kvc:ls within one functional unit are capable of showing 
remmbination. The shorrest dist::lnce lllC2Surc:d between twO scparable units 
is about one·!,,-enty thousandth of the estimated total genetie material. 
Since: there are about 20.000 turns of DNA helix in a virus of th is type this 
disunce presumably corresponds to about one turn of ten nucleotides. The: 
limit of tesolution of the: method u5ed by Benzer has almost surely nOI been 
reached. Conceivably in f.l\'orable cases it ma)' be capcable: of mc:uuring the 
ge:neric dis[2IlCC: beO\.'ttn adjacent nucleotides. 
The fuoctional genelic unil 3S determined by recombination dan and 
the inte:raction tett for allelism is about 4 map units long or about 4000 
nucleorides. If aU such functional units a,-eraged this length. the total DNA 
"'ould provide fo r 50 of the:m in a bacte:rial virus-assuming all DNA co 
be ge:ne:tically :lCtive:. 
A signifi.c1tnt fe:lrure about the:,l1 mut::lnts of Benze:r is mat they do not 
all behave: in recombination studies:lS point lc:sions with the: functional unit. 
Instead some: suppress recombination over a consider.able: fnnion of such 
a unit. It seems likelr that these mar re:prescnt what could be called intra-
genic Structural te:lrrange:me:nts if the: gene is define:d as a functional unit. 
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They mighr well bo: micro-deficiencies or inversions. Such micro-rearrange-
ments are, it will bo: recalled, JUSt what Sudler predicted. And Ihe evidence 
for them comes from the kind of study he so strongly advocated-intensive 
study by all available methods of specific genetic units. 
Transduction in Salmonella 
A second new 2pproach to a genetic study of the internal structure of 
functional genetic units is based on the phenomenon of transduction as 
worked out in Sa/mont/la, a relative of the colon bacillus, by Zindu and 
Lederberg (38). 
In transduction, genetic material is Iransferred from one bacterial strain 
to another by means of a temperate virus, that is. a virus Clpable of reproduc-
ing in a provirus stage (as DNA) synchronously with its bacterial host and 
without apparent damage ro rhe t>OSt. Occasionally such carried viruses 
spomaneously begin rapid multiplication, produce complete infective proge-
ny. and lyse the host. Such "induction" of!atent virus em also bo: brought 
about by cerrain experimental treatmentS such as ultraviolet irradiation. 
If such a temperate virus is grown in a host of a given genetic type, 
recovered following lysis, and introduced into a host of another genetie type, 
it is found that one in ten thousand or so of the recipient b2Cteria will be 
changed genetically to correspond to the donor. If the twO bacteria differ in 
twO or more generic traits usu211y only one is transferred:.lt a time. 
It is assumed that the transferring virus often carries, along with its 
own DNA, sm211 segments of genetiC material, presumably also DNA, of 
Ihe donor cell. On establishment of the virus in the new host this carried 
genetic material is introduced into the recipient bacterium where it may 
replace homologous genetic mlterial of the recipient. 
The tr2nsduction phenomenon provides a sensitive test for determining 
whether bacterial mutants of suspected identity are located in identical posi-
tions in the genetic material. If they are, rransductions between them will 
not be possible. BUI if they are located in sep2!":ae places, one will be able 
to transduce the other with a frequency that deaeases from an elSily measur-
able value to zero as they approach each other in position. 
Demerec and coworkers (8) have made extensive use of this method 
in investigating the fine Structure of genes of Salmonella. Since the evidence 
indiCites the foreign segment of genetic material is incorporated by a p(Ocess 
like crossing over, the method is in some respects like that used. by Iknzer 
in his studies of rlI mutantS of T4 virus. 
First a l:uge number ofbiosynthetically defective mutants ",,·ere obnined. . 
These were caeegorized according to the system of biosynthesis affected. 
Thus at one seage in the study there were 40 strains unable to syntheSize 
cysteine, 11 that required tryptophane, plus nine other ClItegories. 
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Sysremadc tests were then made for transductions within caregories. 
The cysreine-requiring mutan(1; fell into four groups. Transductions berween 
members of different groups were frequent, but between members of a single 
group they were either much lower in ftequency or did not occur al aIL 
With the tryptoplune-requiring mutants four groups were identified by 
the same mel hod. 
The synthesis of tryptophane is known to involve the following steps: 
~ A 
Anthranilic acid 
~ B 
Unknown intermedi:ne 
~ C 
Indole 
~ D 
Tryptophane 
All mutants of group A were found to be blocked ptiOI [Q anthranilic acid. 
Those of group B were found to be blocked belween anthranilic and the 
unknown intermediate. In lhe same way all group C mutants involved the 
neXI slep and all D mutants the final step_ 
w obge Detection by T ransduCtion 
If a strain of Salmonella carrying twO mutants is transduced with virus 
grown in a wild type host, lhe frequency of double transductions will be 
low -approximalely the va lue ex~cted by coincidence of independent 
events-if the tWO mutants are generically inde~ndent or loosely linked. 
But if they ue closely linked the incidence of double transduction increases 
presumably because a single segment transferro::l from the donor can readily 
replace borh mutams. Such evidence indicates thar the transfated segments 
are small on the avaage. In addition to its use in detccdng e1me linkage, the 
frequenc), of double transductions provides a merhorl of determining the 
closeness of such Iinbge. Using donor and recipient strains differing from 
each Olher in three non-identical closely linked unirs, the order of these units 
can be infereed. This is true whaher the units under study belong to a singk 
gtOUp or to twO or lhree. 
In this way it has been determined that the three functional un its 
(groups of mutants) tryptophane A, cysteine Band lryptophane D, are 
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linked in rhar order. One, eleven, and six independenTly obrained members 
of these rhr~ groups have been reported. 
The Salmonella tnnsducrion work of the Demerec group indicates rhar 
in rhis bacterium there are many functional units corresponding ro rhose 
of Neurospora and other organisms. Many of rhese are evidently concerned 
with the production of spe<:ific enzymes and, through them, with parricubr 
chemical reacrions. These groups clearly correspond to whar have been 
called genes in orher organisms. 
But, as in the case of Benzer's ,11 mutants in bacterial virus T2, these 
funcrional units are capable of being resolved into finer unirs b)' the trans· 
dunion method. Thus in rhe seven CYSTeine mutants of group A, tT2nsciuc· 
tion resrs for allelism show thar there are five units capable of giving rT2ns· 
duction in all combinations of two. A sixth mutant type gives no rl"ansduc· 
tion with any other member of the group. These results indicare thai the 
functional unit can be modified at anyone of many levels and th1t from rwo 
such units modified at different levels a normal unit can be reconstructed. 
Some modifications (e.g., the cysteine mutant that gives no transduction 
with any other member of its group) involve a large fraction of rhe func-
tional unit. Cases of this kind probably correspond to the 8enzer,1l mutants 
that show no recombination with other mutams in the same group. And 
like the , J[ mutantS, these may well represent intngenic rearrangements 
such as deficiencies or inversions. 
Transducrion studies promise to comribure much more than they al· 
ready have to our knowledge of gene structure and gene function . For 
example, there would seem to be no reason why there cannot be fou nd in 
Salmonella an enzyme fa vonble for experimental study that is controlled 
by a functiona l uni t capable of resolution by the transduction method. In 
this way investigation of the gene-enzyme relat ion can be extended to a 
comparison of fi ne-structure differences in both. 
Conclusion 
Wh:.n, then, is a gene? 
A considel"ation of available evidence suggesrs that the primary genetic 
material of many organisms is desoxyribonuc1eic acid. The polynucleotide 
chains of this material seem to consist of successive segments of perhaps 
several hundred nucleotides, each segment constituting a functional unit 
that serves to direc t the specificity of a macromole<ule such as a prorein. In 
viruses and bacterh, evidence from recombination studies indicates that 
modifications can occur at different levels wirhin such a unit. It is possible 
that the so-called pseudoalleles of higher forms represent a simi l~r situation. 
The <juestion of whether non-specific material - for eXlmple. the 
calcium-magnesium bridges that Muia assumes to hold segments of chro-
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madn together -separates one funcrional unit from another cannot be 
gi\'en a final ~nswer ~t presenr. 
Evidence from studies of ,IT mutants of the T 2 b~eterial virus ~nd of 
transduction. hints that the minimum unit of recombination. Structur~l 
rearf:l.ngement, ~nd mutation may be a single nucleotide. How then do we 
define a gene? If it were necessary [0 answer the question without additional 
information, the choice would h~ve to be an arbitrary one. Possibly the time 
is ~pproaching when additional terms will have to be coined to designate 
genetic units of different types. In the meantime it is important [0 make 
perfectly clear, as St~dler did, just whH one has in mind in a particular case. 
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The Gene 
L. J. Stadler 
University of Missouri 
and US. Department of A griculture, 
Columbia, Missouri 
T H E central problem of biology is the physical nature of Jiving suhstallce. It is this that gives drin~ and zest to the study of the gene, for the investigation of the behavior of genie sub-
stance seem~ nt present our most direct approach to 
this problem. 
Current knowledge of the behavior of living cells 
presents two striking pictures. The first is the almost 
incredibly delicate balance of chemical reactions oc-
curring in the living cell, by which energy is made 
available and by which the syntheses proceed that pro-
vide the materials for growth. The second is the be-
havior of the genic substance, which apparently guides 
these l'cactions. It is earried in the ehromosomes in fine 
stranas, which together make up only a minute por-
tion of the substance of the cell. These strands are dif-
ferentiated along their length into hundreds of s('g-
ments of distindi\'e action, and, therefore, presumably 
of distinctive constitution, whieh we SPNlk of as the 
genes. The g('nic substance is reduplicated in eaeh cell 
generation . Its dist inctive segments, in many known 
eases, detennine whether or not a specific chemical re-
action will occur, presumably, in some cnses at least, 
by determining the production of a specific catalyst. 
The great bulk of the substanee of the cell appar -
ently consists of materials p roduced by the a£ore-
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mentioned guided reaetiolls. The nature and behavior 
of these Dlfltcrials, so far as we know them, do not 
require the assumption that they have properties es· 
sellti~l lly different from those of nonliving matter. 
The gE"nit substance, on the contrary, appears to 
have propel'tiE"s quite differeut from those with which 
we are familiar from our knowledge of the physical 
scicnee of nonliving matter. Modern physical science 
gives us no model to explain the reduplication of the 
gene-string in eacb cell generation, or to explain tbe 
production of (lffecti\·e quantities of specific enzymes 
or otber agE"llts by specific genes. The precise pairing 
and interchange of segments by homologous gene-
strings at meiosis 1l1s0 suggest novel physical proper-
ties of this form of matter. These facts indicate that 
a knowledge of the nature and properties of the genic 
substance might give clues to the distinctive physical 
mechanisms of life. 
The difficulties in the study of the genic substance 
are obvious. It cannot be isolated for chemical analysis 
or pure culture. The possibility of direct analysis of 
specific segmeuts or ind ividual genes is, of course, even 
more remote. The properties of tbe genes may be in-
fen·ed onl:.- from tbe results of tbeir action. 
F'urthermore, a critical study of the effects of a sin-
gle gene may be made only by comparing indiv:duals 
wbolly comparable in genotype except for a difference 
in the one gene concerned . This means that gene muta-
tions are essential for sucb comparisons, since it is 
only by gene mutation that we can identify individuals 
differing only by the effects of a single gene. The pros-
pect of determining tbe properties of the gene is, 
tberefore, aependent upon t he developmellt of yalid 
wethods f or t.he ~tudy of gene mutation. 
It is appropriate to cite here the monumental con· 
tributions of H. J . .Muller to the investigation of this 
problcm. ~IOl'e than 30 years ago be recognized clearly 
the unique significance of gene mutation in the study 
of the physical nature of life (1) and boldly attacked 
the imposing technical problems that blocked its e:'\:-
pcrimelltal iuvestigation. 
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The difficulties of analysis that hs\-c been rnen ~ 
tioned are not different in kind from tbose involved 
in other problems in which the properties of hypo-
thetical clements must be iriferred from their el'fects-
for example, in the problems of molecular or atomic 
structure. I n such studies, the investigator proceeds by 
constructing the simplest model that will fit the known 
facts and then attempting to apply every s.ignifieant 
experimental test of the predictions that may be made 
from the model. By a series of successive approxima-
tions, tbe model finally evolves to a form that seems 
to provide the most plausible mechanism fOL" the be-
havior obser ved. The study of the physicnl nature of 
the gene from purely genetic evidence is closely com-
parable to this. ' 
These difficulties of analysis are mitigated in some 
degree by the possibility of parallel investigation of 
certain p roblems of mutation through direct obscrva-
tion of the chromosomes. Although the gene-string 
itself is belo\v the limit of microscop ic dsibility, its 
behavior is such that it provides a visible sbadow, so 
to speak, in the chromosome. Some alterations of the 
gene-strings are readily detectable by visible altera-
tion of the ehromosomes. The cytogenetic analysis of 
individual mutations provides a wholesome cheek on 
hypotheses derived f rom the statistics of mutation 
frequencies_ 
.An illuminating example of this is afforded by cer-
tain it,tcrp retations of the evidence on mutation rate 
as affected by x-ray treatment and by temperature. At 
an early stage in thc study of x-ray-induced mutations, 
Delbrueck (2) constructed a tentative "atomic physics 
model" of the gene, as inferred from the frequency of 
point mutations observed under varying physical con-
ditions. This has become widely known through its 
application and discussion in the engaging little book 
What I s Life, (3 ), published several years later by 
the eminent theoretical physicist, Erwin Schrodillger. 
In this view, the gene is considered a molecule, and 
the observed mutations are considered to represent its 
transitions f rom one stable state to another, as a re-
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suit of thermal agitation or the ahsorption of radiant 
energy. The linear-dosage curve and the constancy of 
mutation yield, regardless of variation in the time 
fador, show that the x-ray-induced mutations result 
from single "hits"; the constant proportionality of 
mutation yields to ionization, regardless of variation 
in wavelength, shows that the unit "hit" is an ioniza-
t.ion. Calculation of the volume within which these 
hits must occur to account for the mutations obser\'ed 
p!'ovides a basis for estimating the average size of the 
gene-molecules postulated. This turns out to be of the 
order of 1000 atoms. The relative frequency of spon. 
taneous mutations at different temperatures permits 
the calculation of the activation energy required for 
the occurrence of a mutation, which turns out to he 
about 1.5 e\". Unstahle genes are assumed to have cor-
respondingly lower activation energies, and the fact 
that temperature affects their mutation rate less than 
that of normally stable genes is in agreement with ex-
pectation on this basis. The energy spent in one- ioniza-
tion is ahout 30 ev, and it is therefore to be expected 
that irradiation will cause the mutation of any of the 
genes, regardless of their relative stability under nor-
tllal conditions. The proportional increase in mutation 
rate will, therefore, be much less for gcnes distinctly 
unstable at ordinary temperatures than for genes of 
nOrmal stability. These expectations also are realized. 
This is an impressive picture, but it has been evident 
for many years that it has no valid relationship to the 
experimental data f rom which it was derived. The de-
tailed analysis of individual cases among the l:-ray-
induced mutations has shown clearly that many of 
these result not f rom a structural change in a gene but 
f rom some alteration external to the gene, such as 
physical loss or reorrangement of a segment of the 
gene-string. We have no basis for estimating the pro-
p1)rtion of such extragenic mutations among the total 
of mutations observed and no ground for D.!;suming 
that this proportion is the same among the mutations 
observed under the various el:perimental treatments. 
The basis of the model is the assumption that the 
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statistics of observed mutation are in fact the statistics 
of structural alteration of the molecules that constitute 
the gene-string. The investigations of specific muta-
tions contradict this assumption and show that the 
model has no basis in reality. 
It is interesting to reflect that if the determiners of 
heredity had chanced to be of a lower order of magni-
tude, below the level at which the experimental study 
of individual cases is possible, we might still be COll-
structing more and more refined models of the gene on 
this pattcrn. As the predictions made from the model 
were contradicted by experimental results, we would 
change the various numerical values, or introduce ad-
ditional var iables, or perhaps, if necessary, even 
create additional hypothetical units. But the model 
would remain essentially an imaginary construct in-
ferred from mere numbers of mutations, for we would 
have no possibility of contradicting the plausible as-
sumption that one mutation is as good as another. 
'Vhat Is a Gene? 
'The early studies of gene mutation were concerned 
mainly with problems of technique arising from the 
extreme rarity of the phenomenon. Although the muta-
tions of Oenothera, on which the mutation theory was 
based, had proved illusory, it soon became evident 
that mutant alterations do occur that are inherited as 
if they were due to changes in indh'idual genes. The 
comprehensive genetic analysis of Drosophila by Mor-
gan and his coworkers showed numerous cases of this 
sod-in fact, almost all the loci shown on the gene· 
map represented the mutant occurrence of visible 
alterations which, on subsequent tests, proved to be 
inherited in typ ical Mendelian fashion. These were as-
sumed to be due,. in each case, to a change of the wild-
type gene to an alternative form, producing a recog-
nizably different phenotypic effect. The frequency of 
these mutations, however, seemed far too low to permit 
experimental investigation of the conditions affecting 
their occurrence. 
:Muller (4) pointed out in 1917 that gene mutations 
resulting in inviability ("lethals" ) are probably more 
frequent than mutations permitting survival with 
Illodified phenotype ("visibles"). In experiments ex-
tending over the next 10 years (5), he developed vari-
,ous special techniques by which it was possible to 
determine the total number of lethal mutations fo r all 
loci within a given chromosome or region. These total 
frequencies proved to be high enough to permit sig-
nificant experimental comparison of mutation frequen-
cies under different temperatures. The loci yielding 
lethal mutations were distributed over the chromosomes 
approximately as expected from the distribution of 
loti for "isible JUutants, and it was concluded that the 
lethal mutations might legitimately be used as an in-
nex of gene mutations in general. 
Meanwhile, many attempts to increase the frequency 
of genetie alterations by external treatments had been 
made, ineluding studies with various chemical, radio-
logical, alld serological treatments, and studies in 
which various plant and animal forms were used. None 
of these experiments gave conclusive proof of an effect 
of any experimental treatment on the frequency of 
mutation, although in several of the expHiments there 
were genetic alterations that may han> been induced 
by the treatment. The fa ilure of proof was due to two 
difficulties: (i) that of proving that the genE'tic altera-
tions observed in the progeny of treated individuals 
were in fact due to the treatment rather than to some 
genetic irregularity present in the treated stnlins, and 
(ii) that of showing statistically convincing increases 
in the frequency of mutations in the treated group. 
What was needed was a genetie technique suitable for 
the detection of mutations in adequate numbers in an 
organism in which the gene-determined inheritance of 
the mutant characters could be readily demonstrated. 
The "CIB" technique with Drosophila, designed by 
:lhllE'l", was admirably suited to this purpose, and 
x-my ~xperiments with this technique (6, 7) demon-
strated heyond question a very strong effect of x-ray;:, 
on the frel1uency of mutation. The total frequency oi 
lethals ill the X-chromosome was increased more than 
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lOO-fold. In addition, many visible mutations were 
found, including dominants as well as recessives, lind 
including mutnnts previously known from their spon-
taneuus oceurrcncc as well as many mutants not pre-
\' io \1 .$ly observed. 
These experiments were promptly f ollowed by others 
designed to test more critically the genic nnture of thl'! 
induced mutations. The mutant lethals might be sus-
pected of being deficiencies j even the visibles could 
eonceivably be due to short deficiency or gene destruc-
tion. But if the t~atment could induce mutation to a 
nu·iant allele and could, in further applications, in-
duee reverse mutation to the parental allele, it wns 
argued, the two mutations could not both be due to 
gene loss. Induced mutation and induced reverse muta-
tion at the sume locus were shown to occur in a number 
of loci of Drosophila in experiments by Patterson and 
lIuller (8) and by Timofeeff-Ressovsky (9). 
Subsequent experiments with a wide variety of 
forms among the higher plants and animals and with 
microorganisms showed the brond generality of the 
effects of ionizing radiations upon the frequency of 
mutation. In later experiments, ultraviolet radiation 
an d various chemical treatments were al)';o shown to 
affect mutation frequency. 
The analysis of the induced mutations, however, 
soon indicated that the aecepted definitions and cri-
terions related to genes and gene mutations nel'ded 
reconsideration. 
The purpose of experiments with gene mutation is 
to study the evolution of new gene forms. The tech-
niql1es for studying gene mutation are, therefore, de-
signed to measu~ the frequency of these changes in 
the genes. But a change in the gene may be recognized 
only by its effects, and it soon became clear that 
various extragenie alterations might produce the ef-
fects considered characteristic of typical gene muta-
tion (10) . 
Thus the working definition of mutation necessarily 
differs from the ideal definition. It is this working 
definition that must be conside~d in generalizing 
from the experimental evidence. The mutations e:o:peri. 
mentally identified as gene mutations may include not 
only variations due to alterations within the gene but 
also variations due to losses of genes, to additions of 
genes, and to ch anges in the spatial relationships of 
genes to one another. To identify these mechanical 
alterations, certain tests were applicable. But there 
was no test to identify mutations due to a change 
within the gene; it was simply inferred that the mu-
tants that could not be identified as the result of 
specific mcchanical causes were, in fact, due to gene 
mutation in the ideal sense (11). 
When we conclude from an experiment that new 
genes have been evolved by the action of x-rays, we 
are not simply stating the results of the experiment. 
We are, in the single statement, combining two dis· 
tinct steps : (i) stating the observed results of the ex-
periment, and (ii) interpreting the mutations as due 
to a specific mechanism. It is essential that these two 
steps be kept separate, because the first step repre-
sents a permanent add ition to the known body of 
fac t, whereas the second st ep r epresents only an in-
f erence that may later be modified or contradicted by 
additional facts. W hen the two steps are uncon-
sciously combined, we risk confusing what we know 
with what we only think we know. 
The widely held belief that the f requency of genc 
mutation may be greatly accelerated by x-ray treat-
ment was an illusion of this kind. Its basis was the use 
of the term gelle mutation with two distinctly d iffer-
ent meanings. Gene mutat ion was t hought of as a 
change in the constitution of a unit of the genetic 
material, producing a new gene with altered gene 
action. Gene mutation was identified in e;>.:periments 
by the OCCUlTence of a mutant character inberited as 
if it were due to a cbange in a gene. 
The mischief involve'.! in the use of the same ter m 
for the two concepts is obvious. To insist that :I:-r ays 
induce gene muta t.ion because the mutants induced 
sati.ri'y all the accepted criterions of gene mutation, 
and that these mutants represent qualitative changes 
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in specific gcnes because that is what we m('an by gcne 
mutntion, i ~ to adopt the dictum of Humpty Dumpt~· 
ill Through tlie Looking-Glass. ''When I use it word." 
Humpty Dumpty said, "it llI<'ans just whDt I ('h nn~<' 
it to mean-neither more nor less." 
Now our concept of the gene is entirely dependent 
upon the occurrence of gene mutations, If there wcre 
no gene mutations, we could not identify individual 
genes, because ihe total genetic effect of a single chro-
mosome would be inherited as a unit. If the mutations 
we interpret as gene mutations are in fad due to 
llitcl'atiofli'; affectillg groups of genes, then the entities 
that we will recognize itS genes will be in fact the 
corresponding groups of genes, The significant am-
biguity is not in our definition of gene mutation hut 
in our definition of the gene itself, because any defini-
tion of gene mutation presupposes a definition of the 
gene. 
The discussion of these difficulties and of the pos-
sibility of remedying them by more rigorous definition 
of experimental concepts is only an application to 
biology of the operational viewpoint that has become 
commonplace in modern physics, largely as a result of 
the critkal studies of p, W. Bridgman (12). As Bridg-
man notes, this sort of critical reconsideration, made 
necessary in physics by the development of relativity, 
is essential in scientific thinking if the methods are to 
be made elastic enough to deal with any sort of ·faets 
that may develop. The essential feature of the opera-
tional viewpoint is that an object or phenomenon 
under experimental investigation cannot usefully be 
defined in terms of assumed properties beyond experi-
mental determination but rather must be defined in 
terms of the actual operations that may be applied in 
deliling with it. The principle is not a new onc; it has 
heel! recognized, at least iUlplicitiy, in tbe work of 
indi\'idual scientists from an early period. William 
James stated it essentially in his lecturcs on pragma-
tism (13) , illustrating it with a quotation from Wil-
helm Ostwald; 
Ch\"mists ba\'e long wrangled over the inner COll -
s titution of certain bodies called tautomerous. Their 
properties seemed equally consistent with the notion 
that an instable h~'drogen atom oscillates inside of 
them, or that the." are instable nlixtures of two bodies. 
Contro"ersy raged but never was <lecided. "It would 
ne.er ha,-e begun," says Ostwald, "if the conlbatants 
had asked themseh"es what particular expe rimental 
fact could have been made different by Olle or the 
other view being cor rect. For it would t hen have ap· 
peared tllnt no difference of fnet cou!(l possibly en· 
sue; aud the quarrel was as Ull rca] flS if, theorizing 
in prilllitil'e tilllC~ auout the raising of o.lough by 
~'I'nst , one lWl"t.r sllOulo.l have invoked a 'brownie' 
while another insisted Oil nil 'elf' as the true HlUse 
of the phenomenon." 
'Vhnt is a gene in operational terllls' In other words, 
how ean we define the gene in such a way as to s<'pa-
mte established fad from inference and interpreta-
tion 1 The definition lllay take into account 110t lller{'ly 
the e\'idenee from exprrimell ts on the OCCUlT('uee of 
lIlutntions but also the ('Yidence from experiments on 
tIl!' inheJ"i tUllC~ of g(>Jletic differences of any kind, or 
ft"om fllly other exprriUH'll ts tllUt b<'ar on the nature 
of the g<'lle. The definition lllay speci fy attributes of 
the gf"lJe that can be dctet"mined by reeogniz(>d experi-
Illentnl opel'atiou;.:, \\"IJPtlH'I' t!H'~W are attributes already 
c;.:tfl bli;.:hrd in past ex'prrilllcllts or a ttributps th at 
might be determined ill future ex periments. 
Opel"HtionalJy, the gene cun be defincd only as the 
.~tl\nlk,.t ~ rglll(>!lt of the gene-string thnt Clln he ;::hown 
to he consistently associated with the occurrence of n 
~pc("ific genetic effect. It cannot be defined ail a single 
molecule, because we have no experimental operations 
that ('an be upplied in actual cases to determine 
\\"hether or not n gi,'en gene is a single molecule. It 
('1I11not be defined as all indivisible unit, becnuse, al-
though (,ur definition provides that we will recognize 
;IS ~epnl"ate gelles any determiners actually separated 
hy cro;;sing over or translocation, there is no experi-
lll{'ntn l vperation that can pro"e that fUrther separa-
tion i" impossible. For similar reasons, it cannot be 
(leAned as the unit of rep roduction or the unit of 
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action of 
delimite tl 
daries. 
the gene-string, nor can 
fro m Il(>ighboring gencs 
it he shown to be 
by definite boun-
This does not lllean that questions concerning the 
undetermined properties mentioned are meaningless 
questions. On t he contrary, they are the aB-important 
questions that we hope ultimately to nnswer by the 
interpretation of the expcrimcntal cviden ce !lnd by 
the development of new experimental opera tions. The 
operational definition merely represcnts the properties 
of the actual gene, so far as they mny be established 
from experimental eviJence by present methods. The 
inferenees fro m this evidence provide a tentative 
model of the hypothetical gene, a mooel that will be 
sOlllewh:lt different in the minds of different students 
of the problem and will be further modified in thc light 
of f urther investigation. 
The term gene as used in current genetic literature 
means sometimes the operational gene and sometillles 
the hypothetical gene, and sometimes, it lllUSt be COil· 
f essed, a curious conglomeration of the two. The re-
sulting conf usion lllay be strikingly illustrated in seem-
ingly contradictory statements by two such gifted alld 
clear-sighted genet icists as Richard Goldschmidt and 
A. H. Sturtevant. Goldschmidt, after reviewing the 
evidence on position effect, states that genes Jo lIot 
exist (14) , or at any rate that the elassical theory of 
the corpuscular gene must be d iscarded (15) . Sturte-
vant, citing the evidence that chromosomcs are region-
ally differentiated, that particular regions are nect's· 
sary f or particular reactions in the organism, and 
that these particnlar regions behave as units in cross-
ing over, states "These proposit ions . . . prove the 
existence of genes" (16) . 
Goldschmidt is essentially corrcct if, by the gene, 
we mean the hypothetical gene, and the particular 
hypothetical gene that he has in mind. His positive 
conclusion tha t the gene does not exist is prone to 
misinterpretation but apparently lUeans only that this 
hypothctical gene does not exist. His cou tention that 
thc properties commonly ascrib(>d to "the cln~sical, 
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corpuscular gene" go far beyond the evidence i~, I 
think. fully justified . 
SturtCl"ant is correct if, by the gene, we mean the 
gene of the operational definition, since this implies 
no unpt'oved properties. If it were true that there are 
no discrete units in the gene-string, Sturtevant points 
out, the most direct way of establishing the fact ex-
perimentally would still be by studying the properties 
:lIld iutcrrelatiollships of these distinguishable r<'gions. 
Th<,se are the genes of the operational definition. 
iVhnt is the operntionnl definition of gene mutation' 
'We hn\'e recognized that our studies of gene mutation 
ha\'e significance for the major problem only to the 
extent that they identify and nnnlyze the mutations 
that represent the e\"olution of new hereditary units. 
But it is obvious that no operational definition of gene 
mutation in this sense can llOW be formulated-for 
these hereditary units nre not the gl'nes of the opera-
.~ional definition; they are the llypothetical genes pos-
tulated in our interpretation of the ex perimental e,· i-
denee. To say that no operational definition is now 
possible is only to repeat in different words the fore-
going statement that we have no positive criterion to 
identify mutations caused by a change within the gene, 
and that the alterations interpreted as gene mutations 
iu experiments are merely the unclassified residue that 
cannot be proved to be due to other causes. The major 
objective in further investigations must be to develop 
such criterions. 
Study of the Mutation of Specific Genes 
The main purpose of this paper (17) is to empha-
size the unpleasant fact that significant progress in 
our understanding of gene mutation requires the in-
vestigation of the mutation of specific genes. The fact 
is unpleasant because the various technical difficulties 
that arise from the very low frequency characteristic 
of mutation arc at their worst when the study must 
be made on single genes, p articularly on the spon-
taneous mutation of single genes. The unpleasant state-
ment is a f act because, as we have seen, it is hopeless 
'0 
to identify and exclude the spurious or extragenic 
mutations in experiments on mutation rates at miscel-
laneous unspecified loci. 
The chief advantage in focusing the study on the 
single gene is that this makes it possible to substitutc 
the direct experimental analysis of specific mutant" 
for the application of gcneralizations assumed to ap-
ply to mutations at all loci. Each mutant studied may 
add to the background of detailcd information avail-
able for the diagnosis of other mutants of the same 
gene. 
An important further advantage is that the specific 
loci selected for study may be loci with unusual tech-
nical advantages for the recognition and analysis of 
their mutants. For example, the genes R' and A ~ in 
maize, like other known genes_in various species, yield 
spontaneous mutants that are clearly distinct from the 
forms produced by recognizable sbort deficiencies at 
these loci. This does not prove that the spontaneous 
mutants are not due to still smaller deficiencies, but 
it supplies a convenient screen for identifying a large 
class of deficiencies without further investigation. 
Another very useful aid in discriminating betwecn 
gene loss and gene alteration is available for the reces-
sive allele a. Th is allele, although phenotypicall.v dis-
tinguishable only by the loss of A action, may be 
distinguished from gene deficiency by its response to 
the mutagenic gene Dotted (Dt), in the presence of 
which it reverts sporadically to the dominant allele A. 
The retention of the Dt response provides a criterion 
to exclude gene loss in the interpretation of experi-
ments on spontaneous and induced mutation of A. A 
technical advantage of a different sort is provided by 
the R alleles. The phenotypic effect of R is such that 
a large number of alleles may be objectively distill-
guished by very slight differences of plant color in-
tensity and pattern. A gene with equally variable 
allelic forms, if identified only by its effect on some 
all-or-none response, would seem to have only two 
alleles, and its mutations would not be detectable ex-
cept for those that crossed the line between these two 
" 
distinguishnble levels of action. Another advantage of 
great practical importance is that both R and A are 
g{'nes nffccting endosperm characters and are, there· 
fore, suitnble for the ident ification of mutations in 
large populnt ions. Both are apparently gene::; of such 
trivial effect ph ysiologiea lly that their mutants survive 
with no deteetnble loss of viability. 
The effeeti\'e analysis of the diverse genetic phe-
nomena that Illay result in the origin of a Mendeliz-
ing \'ariation may not be impossible in intensive studies 
of the mutations of suitable selected genes. desp ite the 
fact that it seelDS hopel{'ss in studies of mutation at 
miscellaneous, unspecified loci. 
These eonsiderations are of no account if the fre -
quency of spontaneous mutation of the single gene is 
actnally too low to permit effective experimental study. 
We cannot saf ely avoid thIs difficulty by selecting fO I· 
study the genes of unusually high mutation frequency, 
beeause there is no assurance that the mechanism re-
sponsible for the behavior of " unstable genes" is rep-
resentative of the mechanisms concerned in typical 
gene mutation. The use of microorganisms that per-
mit effecti\'e screening for mutants in virtually unlim-
ited populations would remove the difficulty, but un-
fortunately these do not pro\'ide the critical genetic 
background essent ia l to the study. 
A teehnique fo r determining the spontaneou.<; f re-
quency of l11utation of specific genes is practica ble in 
maize for mutation rates ranging as low as about one 
per 1 million gametes (18). A test of eight genes, 
unselec1ed except for the technical advantage of show-
ing their effects in the endosperm, yielded mutations 
in all but one of the genes tested, the mutat ion fre-
quencies ranging f rom about one to about 500 per 1 
million gametes tested (19) . The genes that yielded 
mutations in sufficient numbers to permit the com-
parisons showed rather wide variation in Ill utation 
frequenc)' in different cultures. The gene R , for ex· 
ilm ple, yielded no mutations in largc populations in 
some cultures, but its mutation r a te in other culturl.'S 
ranged as high as 0.2 percent. Later studies have shown 
" 
thllt such differences are due in part to differences in-
trinsic to the R allele concerned and in part to differ-
ences caused by factors modifying the mutation rate 
of R (20). Such factors lire apparently quite common, 
since a study in which only strong effects could be de· 
tect<,d indicated the occurrence of such modifiers in 
threc of the scven regions marked (21) . 
The average mutation rates determined are rather 
low fo r effective exper imental investigation of factors 
affecting the mutation rate and even for the cxtraction 
of adequate samples of mutants for individual study. 
Howevcr, the fact that mutation rlltes are so rcadily 
nfIectcd by diverse modifiers mllkes it fensihle to ex-
tract strnins in which the mutations of specific genes 
llllly be made frequcnt enough to permit direct ex_ 
pcrimenal study. 
Detcction of Spurious Gene Mutations 
The development of criterions for idcntifying gene 
mutations of evolutionary significance is difficult e\,(>11 
in thc study of selected genes of the most favorahle 
properties. III past studies, the problem has been 
given a disarmingly simple appearRllce by various as-
sum ptions, some of which wcrc unwarrant.c-d, and sornc 
of which have been invalidatcd by later discoveries. 
For example, we tend to feel that some of the mu-
tations detected in our experiments must be qualita-
tive changes in the genes eoncerned, for surely quali-
tatively al tered genes have arisen in the course of 
evolution. This is mainly responsible for the wide· 
spread belief that, even though some of the apparent 
gene mutations identified are demonstrably false , 
"true" gene mutations must be included in the un-
classified l:fsidue. 
This belief is fallaeious. Granting that qualitatively 
changed genes must have been evolved by mutation at 
rates high enough to permit experimental investiga-
tion, tbf:!l"e is no assurance tl1at the steps in their evolu-
tion are represented in the mutants tbat are found in 
our mutation experiments. When we set out to iden-
tify mutants in a mutation experiment, we must eOIl-
nne ourselves to mutations of relatively large effect, 
large enough to set the mutant beyond the range of 
varying expression due to environmental and genetic 
modifiers. If mutant changes occur within the nar-
rower l'ange, we have no way of identifying them. 
Tht're is no good evidence against the occurrence of 
such subliminal mutations. The assumption of the high 
('ollshmcy of the gene is backed by eviden ce only con-
cerlling the rarity of the distinct mutations. If con-
vincing C/videncc WE're adduced tomorrow to show that 
genotypes breed true only as a statistical result of 
sampling in each generation in populations of genes 
genetically fluctuating over an impercep tible rangf', 
there is nothing in our present knowledge that would 
contradict this conclusion. 
A st.udy of R alleles of diverse origin showed the 
COlllmon occurrence of minute differences in the level 
of plant-color expression (22). Such allelic differences 
wouid not be expected if the only source of variation 
in this gene were mutation of the type that we study 
in our experiments, but they would be expected as a 
result of subliminal mutation. 
If subliminal mutations occur, it is possible that this 
t.ype of mutation accounts largely or wholly for the 
eyolution of llew gene forms in nnture. Thus it is quite 
possible thut the sharply distinct mutations identified 
in our experiments may be exclusively the result of 
f'xtl'agenic phenomena . 
..\. second assumption, or group of assumptions, is 
eoneerned with the possibility of distinguishing gene 
mutation from gene loss. It was originally supposed 
that induced recessive "visibles" could safely be con-
sidcl'£'d gE'ne mutations, Oll the assumption thnt all 
genes wel'e essential to survival. This 'vas contradicted 
by various instances of cytologically demonstrnble de-
fidell£'ies viable in haploid tissue or in hemizygous in-
di\·idlltlls. or viable as homozygotes in diploid indi~ 
vi(lnal;:. Such cases were relatively few, but since both 
the e~·tological and the genetic criterions of deficiency 
aPlW('1\rh the limit of their l'llnge of effective applica-
tion as the deficient segment becomes smaller, there is 
" 
~ason to snspeet that physical loss may be responsible 
for observed mutations also in cases in whicll defieieney 
cannot be demonstrated. As we have become better ae· 
quainted with illdividual genes and their funetions, the 
assumption that genes, as a rule, are individually 
essential to life has lost its plausibility. 
Mutation to an intermediate allele is sometimes eon· 
siJered evidence against loss mutation. This involves 
another assumption, that of the unitary nature of the 
gene--an assumption made consciously and with care· 
ful consideration in the early development of gene 
theory. hut one that must be seriously questioned in 
the light of later evidence. It is only 00 the hypothesis 
that multiple alleles are variant forms of a single unit 
that w~ moy exclude the possibility of their oeeUlTf!nee 
by loss mutation. On tbe hypothesis that they· repre· 
sent different mutations in a oomplex of elosely linked 
genes, we eonld aeeount for mutation to different levels 
by the loss of different segments of the ehain. 
The basis for the choice of the ullitary hypothesis 
is perhaps hest shown in the considerations underlying 
the classical criterion of allelism. These were stated by 
Morgan in 1919 (23) as follows: 
Probably the most important e\·idence bearing 011 
tile nature of tile genes is that deri\"ed from multiple 
allelomorphs. Now that proof haa been furnished that 
tbe phenomena connected with the.e eue. are not due 
to nests of d osety linked genes, we can probably ap-
peal to these as crucial eases .... The demonstra-
tion that multiple allelomorphs a re modifications of 
tIle same loeus in the chromosome, rtlther than eases 
of c1osel." linked genes, e:tn come only where their 
origin b knO\\"ll ... _ 
" 
1 • 2 • A 3 • , 
• 5 • 
1 0 1 • 1 • 1 • 1 • , 
• 2 0 2 • 2 • 2 • B 3 • 3 • 3 0 3 • 3 • , 
• 4 • 4 • 4 0 4 • 5 • 5 • 5 • 5 • 5 0 , b , ,1 • 
Fig. l OS [ill part) . Diagram illustrating mutntion in a 
nest of genes so closely linked that no crossing 0,"1')' t:lke~ 
plaee. 
Let the fh-e circles of F ig. 108, A represent a "est 
of elosely linked genes. If a reeessh-c mutntion occurs 
in the first one (line B, a) and tmother in the SCCOnt! 
gene (line B, b), the two mutants a amI b if crossed 
should gi,"c the atn,istie type, sineI' a brings in the 
nonnnl allelomorpll (B) of 0, and b that ( .:I. ) of 0. • 
. . . XOI\" this is exactly what does 1Iot tnke plaee 
when mt'mhcrs of nn allelomorphic series nre erosseu 
-they do lIot gi,-c the wild t~'pe, but one of the cUler 
mutant types or an intermetiiate character. E\"identl~' 
independent mutation in a nest of linked normal genes 
" 'ilI not explain the results jf the new genes arise (li-
rectly each from a different normal alll"lomorph. 
It "ill he noted that the test r ules out the existence 
of the nest of eIosl'ly linked genes only on the assump-
tion that eal"h mutation must be an alteration of a sin-
gle number of the group. If, instend, eal"h mutation 
were a loss of one or more contiguous numbers of thc 
group, the fad that crosses between them might COID-
mOllly show them to be allelic would not rule out t he 
"compound gene" as the basis of the multip le allelic 
series. This is illustrated in the follo wing diagram-
luahc arrangement: 
" 
1 • 1 • 1 1 • 1 • 2 2 • 2 2 • 2 • 3 3 3 3 3 
4 • 4 4 4 • 4 5 • 5 5 • 5 • 5 
The "compound gene" is in a sense a contradiction 
in terms, for the hypothetical gene is unitary by defi-
nition . But the genes identified in our experiments can-
not be made unitary by definition. The :five genic ele-
ments represenred in the diagram are not actually 
parts of one gene; they are five genes. But if certain 
multiple allelic series have a basis of this type, it 
would be possible to establish the fact experimentally 
only in the eases most favorable for analysis. Accord-
ingly, there might be many cases in which the segment 
of the gene-string identified experimentally as a single 
gene might actually be a cluster of genes of identical 
or similar effect. 
The notion of t-he compound gene, or some equivalent 
unit, may p rove to have significance, since there may 
he special relationships among the clustered elements 
that mark them off as a group from adjoining unre-
lated elements. One of thesp. may be interrelationships 
in gene action between the clustered elements, which 
eould lead to the occurrence of position effects when 
members of the cluster are separated by erossing over 
01' translocation . This may be a basic faetor in the 
explanation of position effect in general. Another re-
lationship to be expected is synaptic equivalence, lead-
ing to the opportunity of unequal crossing over. It 
is the latter tha t concerns us here. 
A striking cxample of minute deficiencies simulat-
ing gene mutations is providcd by the "crossover-
mutants" of R' . Certain R' alleles consist of at 
IC.'I ;;t two indepl'ndentiy mutating genic elements: (P). 
determining anthocyanin pigmentation of certain plant 
ti$sues and of the pericarp, and (8), dct(>rmilling an-
thocyanin pigmentation of the endosperm alld elll-
in"yo. The erosso'-cr-mutants RO and r' result from 
ullequnl crossing o'-e1' and lllust, therefore. im-olve the 
" 
loss of (P) in the one case and of (8) in the other. 
They give no cytological or genetic indication of defi-
ciency, and they are wholly DOnDal in development in 
the haploid gnmetophyte, as is shown even by the very 
sensitive test of competitive pollen-tube growth in the 
transmission of the mutant through male germ cells. 
Tht' crossover-mutants are wholly indistinguishable in 
.appearance and genetic behavior from the noncross-
o'-e1' mutants occurring in the same cultures. 
The occurrence of unequal crossing over within the 
R complex yields some interesting indications of the 
genetic nature of multiple allelic series and of the 
possible role of gene losses in r elation to seemingly 
qualitative mutations. In addition to (P) and (S), 
thel'e are other phenotypically recognizable genic ele-
ments of the R complex . In certain R' alleles of dilute 
pigmentation, hoth plant and seed color are dependent 
upon a. single genic element (D ) . In various R' alleles 
of unusually strong pigmentation, there appear to be 
additional elements determining certain aspects of 
plant-color expression. I n addition, there are various 
distinguishable aleurone-color types such as " Stip-
Pled" "Marbled " "NavaJ'o-spot" and so forth some , , , , 
occurring with plant color and some without. Each of 
the distinguishable complexes may be regarded as one 
of a long series of multiple -alleles of the gene B. 
Let us pause a moment to dear the terminology. To 
avoid confusion I shall refer to the recognized alleles 
of R under their customary italicized designations 
(R', B,g, r', R"'), and so forth), although the analysis 
shows that several of these so-called Ilalleles" are ac-
tually complexes of two or more genes. 
The term genio element will be used for any gene-
like constituent identified as a component of one of the 
R alleles. The use of this term does not, in the absence 
of further evidence, necessarily imply that the element 
is unitary. The genic elements. a re designated by sym-
bols not italicized, such as P, S, D, and so forth. 
In addition to the crossover mutants there are nu-
merous noncrossover mutants. A noncrossover r' 
mutant is presumably of constitution IIp s" r ather than 
" 
merely "P." The postulated eieUlcnt (s) is a "null" 
element phenotypically hut presumably would function 
synaptically in the sante way as "S." These postu-
lated elements are desiO'uated "s" "p" "d" and so 
<> '" forth. 
The complex may, of course, include other null ele-
ments from past mutations in which the parental 
elements arc unknown. These as a class are desig-
nated as "n." 
In several instances noncrossover mutants to inter-
lllcdiat..= levels of seed-color expression occurred in-
cluding various dilution aud pattern types. These are 
designated "Sd," "S' ," and so forth. 
Once any two of these genic elements have become 
established in neighboring positions in tbe same chro-
mosome, an opportunity is provided for unequal cross-
ing over, which may ultimately lead to the development 
of more comple:l.: gene clusters. For example, the afore-
mentioncd crossover mutants re!>ulted from inter-
changes as follows: 
m.~r~----? p 
p S '" P 
s S 
(1'i 
The crossover-product "s" was recognizable as a 
crossover mutant Rfl and the crossover-product "P" 
as crossover mutant r. The crossover.products "P P S" 
and "P S S" were not recognizable, but these repre-
sented the production of potential new alleles cnrry-
ing three genic elements instead of two. By using dis-
tinguishable forms of S or P in the originnl compound, 
the addition-crossovers may be made recognizable, and 
by t his means it is possible to produce such new syn-
thetic alleles as R (Stippled-Navajo), and so forth. 
I n this manner, it would be expccted that mo~ com-
plex clusters would develop by successive step!>, unless 
the gene is one whose action sets a closer limit on the 
viability of its duplications. 
The great variety of genotypes that might be ex-
pected to represent possible members of the allelic 
" 
!lel'les may he illustrated by a few examples ns fol-
lows: 
1) S S P n 
2) S P P n S 
3) D 
4) D S P 
5) S' P D 
Aile It's (~) and (.:,I,) would he of the standard R' type, 
(3) would be of the dilutE' R' type, (1) would be of the 
R~ type, and (5) would be a spotted aleurone typ e 
with plant color. In general, the differences between 
the alleles are due to e:dragenic, rather than intra-
genic, alterations, hut this is not necessarily true of 
the phenotypic difference between (4) and (5). 
With regard to the relationships between the genic 
elements of the complex, the concepts of allelism and 
IOC·U5 111we little meaning. All members of the complex 
are homologous with one another; presumably all have 
arisen throngh a long series of mutations from some 
single aneestral gene. In a sense, all may be considered 
allelic to one another. POI· example, the qnestion "Is 
Sn (thc seed-color element in R·\·J) allele to S'" has 
no significance, because there is no way in which Sn 
call be shown to have any different relationship to S 
than to P or to any other element of the complex. The 
same is true of sueh a question as "Is the element (D) 
proximal or distal to (P ) 'f" It may be proximal in one 
stock and distal in another; in a stock in which it is 
proximal, a short series of unequal crosso,"ers will 
suffice to move it to a distal position. 
Although different alleles Illay ha\-e widely different 
numbers of genie elements, none is actually a deft-
dCllCY. In terms of the postulated origin of the cluster, 
all of thos!' with more tlum a single element may be 
considered duplications. On the other hand, when we 
arbitrarily take as the standard type all allele carrying 
s('\·eral genic elements, other alleles with fewer ele-
Ul C' nt~ will appenr as d{>f\c·ieneies, and the mechanisms 
that produce them as mutants from the standard type 
wili be llle{'hanislUs of gene loss. 
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The same mechanisms proceeding in the case of a 
gene-complex whose separable elements are identical 
in action might produce only a lineal' series of multiple 
alleles showing various; grades of dilution, or they 
might produce 110 multiple series of aneles at all. 
The increasing number of cases in which clustcring 
of genes of identical or similar effect is proved or in-
dicated (2-1-27 and others, 28 and 29 for references) 
suggests that unequal crossing over may be 8. signifi -
cant factor in the production of seemingly qualitative 
aUclic differences. 
Another simplifying assumption was that mutallt 
changes in gene effeet must reprl'sent some transfor-
mation of the gene itself rather than some alteration 
affecting its expression. It was this assumption that 
lllfide the demonstration of x-ray-induced mutation 
and reversion of the same gene scem critical proof of 
the induction of intragenic alterations . The assump-
tion was definitely contradicted by tbe evidence of 
position effect. Tbis evidence showed conclusi\·ely that 
a mutation did not necessarily represent 8. transformn-
tion or loss of the gene concerned; instead, it could 
be the result of a translocation affecting the expres-
sion of the unchanged gene. 
The remarkable studies of McClintock (30,31) on 
mutational behavior in maize, as affected by the intro-
duction of a chromosome-9 undergoing the breakage-
fusion- hridge cycle, have shown the far-reaching im-
portance of this limitation in the experimental study 
of gene mutation . In the presenee of this structurally 
unstable chromosome, many of the type genes prl'sent, 
including genes in chromosome-9 and genes in otlH'l' 
chromosomes, show mutation to ul1;;table recessin 
forms characterized by various types of chromosomal 
irregularity. The study of the unstable mutants and 
their reversion leaves little doubt that the phenomenol! 
is due to some reversible inhibition of the expression 
of the genes concerned. 
In some cases the mutations are ac..;ompanied by 
detectable chromosomal aberrations at or nenr the 
locus showing instability, bnt in other cases 110 cyto-
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logically detectable chromosomal alteration is associ-
ated with the occurrence of the mutation, In many 
eases the ill"tahility of the reeessi,'e lllutant and the 
occurrence of the associated chromosomal irregulari-
ties are dependent upon the presence of a complemen-
tary factor designated "activator" (Ac), and when this 
factor is rcmoyed the mutant behavE's as a stable re-
cessive with normal chromosomal behavior, 
McClintock has also shown that the control of re-
verse mutation of thc recessi"e a by Dt (Dotted) lllRy 
be a reaction of the activator type, In the presence of 
the aberrant chromosome-9 and in the absence of DI, 
the standard a allele has given occasional endosperm 
dots apparently due to mutation to ..4, This strongly 
indicates that the standard a is a repressed A , and, if 
so, its reversion under the influence of Dt must also be 
due to some modification of conditiom affecting gene 
expression , 
Whether or not there is acceptance of the hypothc!';.is 
that these manifestations of unstable gene behavior 
are brought about by the transposition of invisible bits 
of heterochromatin to the locus of the gene affeded, 
this brilliant iu,estigation clearly shows that expres-
sion effects Illay be the actual cause of apparent gene 
mutations, even when the mutation observed shows no 
indication of a change of position or of any associated 
chromosomal alteration, 
The resulting difficulty in the analysis of observed 
mutations further emphasizes the necessity for carr~-­
ing on the analysis with the advantages of the detailed 
study of mutation at specific loci. If we think of these 
results in terms of the generalizing assumptions char-
acteristic of tbe study of mutation en masse, we may 
be inclined to apply the findings to the nature of gene 
instability in general, or even to the nature of mutant 
alleles in general. If we think of them against t-he 
background of di"erse mutations of some intensively 
studied gene, we are inclined to make detailed com-
parisons of the mutants of this category with those of 
other types lind other modes of origin in the hope of 
developing criterions that distinguish mutants of dif-
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ferent kinds. 
Meanwhile, in the study of gene mutation, we are for 
the present in an anomalous position. A mutant may 
meet every test of gene mutation, and yet, if it is not 
capable of reverse mutation there is ground for the 
suspicion that it may be due to gene loss, while, if it 
is capable of reverse mutation, there is ground for the 
suspicion that it may be due to an expression-elIect. 
The only escape from this dilemma is through the more 
intensive study of the mutations of specific genes se-
lected as best suited to detailed genetic analysis, in the 
hope of developing more sensit ive criterions for the 
identification of gene mutations. 
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